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NOW’S THE TIME: While economic conditions in 2008/09 created challenges for the Industry 

Training Authority, apprenticeship participation nevertheless continued to grow. The ITA and its 

training partners came to the firm conclusion during the year that, despite the current economic 

downturn, now’s the time for continued investment in training. In fact, the ITA views the downturn 

as an opportunity to skill up in order to alleviate future skills shortages.

Photography Credits: Photography for this publication was provided in part by BCIT and the Delta School District. The Industry Training Authority gratefully acknowledges this assistance, which has enabled it to better 

represent the diversity of industry training programs and participants in British Columbia, and the range of organizations that contribute to its success. Cover photo courtesy BCIT (Scott McAlpine).
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Year in review
April – June 2008
•	 ITA	board	approves	funding	for	the	Transportation	Career	
 Development Association (TransCDA), BC’s seventh Industry 
 Training organization

•	 Final	research	report	of	the	Aboriginal	Trades	and	Apprenticeship	
Study, commissioned by the ITA and the Aboriginal human 
resource Council, is released



To the Honourable Murray Coell

Minister of advanced education and labour Market Development

Since its inception five years ago, the Industry Training Authority (ITA) 

has brought growth, innovation and stability to British Columbia’s industry 

training system. It continued to serve British Columbians in this manner 

during 2008/09, through an approach rooted in enterprise partnership.

The rapid onset of a deep economic downturn means that now’s the time to 

maintain this focus and commitment to industry training and certification — which are critical to British 

Columbia’s economic performance — and to further encourage apprentices and employers to “skill up”. 

The downturn clearly impacted the ITA’s operating environment and performance results during 2008/09. 

While most targets against which we are able to report were achieved, some were not.

We exceeded our target for total registered training participants, which is the most fundamental of our 

performance measures. This reflects well above-target youth participation. There was continued growth 

in apprenticeship, but we fell slightly short of target on both apprenticeship and foundation program 

participation. A decline in new apprenticeship registrations in late 2008 coincided with changing economic 

conditions (although, encouragingly, new registrations rebounded to more typical levels in early 2009).

Targets were achieved relative to the number of employers sponsoring apprentices and to measures relating 

to Industry Training organizations. While this is encouraging, the economic downturn clearly creates a risk of 

reduced availability of work-based training opportunities going forward.

Improved training seat utilization rates were a significant success story during 2008/09, for which we 

applaud our training-provider partners. Apprenticeship completion rates improved over the past year but 

still fell short of target, as did wait times for apprentices to access technical training.

•	 Petroleum	Equipment	Mechanic	Human	Resources	Steering	
 Committee is formed to establish a new training program and 
 trade certification

•	 Shipbuilding	and	Repair	Human	Resource	Steering	Committee	
is formed to review sectoral training priorities

While many organizations are, of necessity, riding out the current downturn through contraction and 

retrenchment, now is clearly not the time for such a strategy in the industry training context. The downturn 

has temporarily alleviated skills shortages, but they will re-occur along with economic recovery and become 

more severe over time. 

The ITA therefore developed and initiated mitigation strategies during 2008/09, intended to sustain and 

grow industry training participation even during the downturn. Indeed, the downturn could represent an 

opportunity for current apprentices to progress further with their technical training.

one key aspect of our mitigation strategy was the development of a promotional campaign focusing on 

the importance and benefits of industry training at this juncture. A key objective will be to encourage 

employers to retain their apprentices, and the campaign will be more broadly rolled out in collaboration 

with various stakeholders in early 2009/10.

We took steps to better respond to less predictable training demand under current economic conditions. 

A new learner Demand fund and an economic recovery Working group with training providers were 

established, to ensure that often rapidly arising shifts in regional and trade-specific needs can be met in 

a timely manner. 

We assessed our policy framework, with a view to facilitating training completion even 

in the event of less reliable availability of work-based training opportunities.

Circumstances like those of 2008/09, which are likely to continue in 2009/10, 

require	an	increased	focus	on	fundamentals	such	as	overall	participation	growth.	

We recognize, however, that long-term success also depends on sustained 

efforts in areas such as target-group recruitment, and on the flexibility and 

effectiveness of training delivery and skills assessment. efforts and results in 

these areas are also reported here.
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July – September
•	 Statistics	Canada	releases	its	National	Apprenticeship	Survey,	

confirming positive employment outcomes for BC apprentices
(see page 9)



•	 ITA’s	new	14-member	Aboriginal	Advisory	Committee	holds	inaugural	
 meeting

 •	 TradeRoutes	mobile	training	unit	concludes	demonstration	
phase of operation, involving 13 community-based training 
projects in 10 northern communities
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We ended the year with a refined internal structure, a new information management system, a new strategic 

plan, and a revised governance framework. financially, we had a larger surplus than in the past, for reasons 

having largely to do with the changed operating environment (see Management’s Discussion and Analysis, 

page 23). 

now is indeed the time for continued investment in training in British Columbia, and in the opinion of the 

board, the ITA is well-positioned to lead further expansion of British Columbia’s training system.

This report was prepared under the direction of the board, which is accountable for its content and for the 

internal controls in place to ensure accuracy. It has been prepared in accordance with the Budget Transparency 

and Accountability Act and the BC Reporting Principles, and reflects performance for the year ended March 31, 

2009, with reference to the february 2008 service plan. Significant performance-expectation changes and data 

reliability issues are noted. And all significant decisions, events and identified risks, as of May 31, 2009, have 

been considered.

frank borowicz, QC

Chair
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*Target set with reference to forecasted   
  2007/08 performance, actual performance 
  was better than forecasted

•	 ITA	launches	its	re-designed	and	updated	web	site



To our Partners and stakeholders

As we assess 2008/09 performance, the Industry Training Authority is certainly 

not alone in witnessing unexpected developments, shifting operational realities, 

and results that fell short of targets to a greater extent than is the norm. 

There	is	no	question,	however,	that	now	is	the	time	to	maintain	a	strong	focus	

on “skilling up” through continued training growth and improved outcomes. 

We don’t yet know how long the current downturn will last or how significant 

its full impacts will be. But we do know that skills shortages will be an even more imminent threat to 

British Columbia’s prosperity when the economy picks up – and we need to be training now to address that 

challenge.

employers and many of our other partners are facing severe challenges under current economic circumstances. 

It speaks volumes to industry’s commitment to training that we have yet to see a drop off in sponsorship numbers, 

and that Industry Training organizations (ITos) continued to grow and provide fuller industry leadership even 

over the course of this difficult year.

During 2008/09, we developed a new strategic plan that defines collaboration and innovation as the 

cornerstones of the British Columbia training system’s ability to meet industry’s needs. And we made 

advances on both fronts. 

An array of project-specific working groups, involving the ITA and training providers, is testimony to a 

commitment to maximize contributions to economic recovery and to address specific training-delivery 

challenges and opportunities. So too is our continued engagement with public training providers through 

the Joint leadership Committee.

MeSSAge froM The ChIef eXeCUTIve offICer

•	 ITA	awards	various	contracts	for	training	delivery	and	
other initiatives in support of female and immigrant 
industry training participation, using Canada-BC labour 
Market Agreement funding

•	 Canadian	Council	of	Directors	of	Apprenticeship	endorses	
 Multiple Assessment Pathways initiative as basis for red 
 Seal endorsement in a cooking trades pilot program
•	 Nominations	open	for	third	annual	Top	in	Trades	
 professional recognition program

•	 ITADirectAccess	information	management	system	is	launched
•	 ITA	launches	E-PPRENTICE	initiative	and	requests	proposals	for	development		
 of alternative training delivery
•	 Various	training	programs	designed	to	enhance	Aboriginal	participation	are		
 initiated, using Canada-BC labour Market Agreement funding

•	 ITA	releases	action	plan	in	response	to	recommendations	in	Auditor-
 general’s report on the industry training system
•	 ITA	participates	in	Chamber	of	Commerce-hosted	panel	discussions	
 on training and small business, held around BC
•	 ITA	and	training	providers	form	Economic	Recovery	Working	Group
•	 A	record	of	665	high	school	graduates	receive	$1,000	scholarships,		
 recognizing successful participation in the Secondary School  
 Apprenticeship Program

Significant progress was also made in clarifying respective roles and responsibilities on the part of the ITA 

and ITos. All of this reflects a shared recognition among key stakeholders of the importance of sustaining 

the training momentum we’ve collectively generated in recent years. 

on the innovation front, the highlight was British Columbia’s national leadership in establishing the 

Multiple Assessment Pathways (MAP) project, through which we are pioneering new and varied competency 

assessment tools. MAP is expected to make trade certification more accessible to tradespeople who have 

acquired	their	skills	offshore	or	through	informal	channels	(see	page	10).		

I commend all of our enterprise partners for their continued commitment, and for their contributions to 

the results detailed in this report. given the circumstances we have all faced during the year, we see much 

in which to take shared pride and upon which to build in 2009/10 and beyond.

Kevin evans

Chief executive officer
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January – March 2009
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Public interest served

The Industry Training Authority (ITA) governs the industry training system and strives to maximize its 

contributions to the well-being of British Columbians and their businesses and economy. It serves the 

public interest by ensuring that industry has access to skilled labour and that individuals have access to 

training and skills-recognition opportunities that enable them to develop to their full potential.

The ITA’s legislative mandate is defined in the Industry Training Authority Act (available at www.itabc.ca) 

and further direction is provided through a Shareholder’s letter of expectations (see page 22). Key aspects 

of the legislative mandate include:

•	 designations	and	recommendations	regarding	new	training	programs;
•	 development	of	program	standards;
•	 development	of	assessment	standards	and	procedures	for	training	programs;
•	 development	of	assessment	standards	and	procedures	for	recognition	of	prior	training;
•	 recognition	and	approval	of	training	providers;	and
•	 provision	of	training	delivery	funding.

The ITA facilitates industry leadership within the training system, in part through a network of sector-

specific Industry Training organizations, and works to align the types, structure and volumes of training 

provided with current and anticipated industry needs.

The ITA has a dual focus on training and certification. Training involves a range of programs with industry-defined standards 

and outcomes, which are delivered primarily in the workplace, with completion resulting in an ITA-issued credential. This 

includes both apprenticeship and foundation (or pre-apprenticeship) programs, and youth-specific programs.

The ITA also enables individuals (referred to as “challengers”) to be certified based on assessments of their 

existing skills, and this is an area of increasing focus and development activity.

structure and service Delivery

The ITA is primarily engaged in governance, policy development, program standards and system-wide 

collaboration and coordination. Its head office is located in richmond while a second office in vancouver 

serves primarily as a customer-service centre.

responsibilities among ITA executive staff were reconfigured during 2008/09 to better advance an innovation 

agenda and align with evolving priorities. These staff are organized along the following functional lines, 

reflecting the ITA’s core business areas:

•	 customer	service
•	 finance	and	corporate	services	(including	training	delivery),	human	resources
•	 labour	supply	initiatives,	including	Aboriginal	initiatives
•	 marketing	and	communications
•	 operations	and	Industry	Training	Organizations
•	 policy
•	 program	standards
•	 strategic	initiatives
•	 trainer	designation

The	ITA	had	a	total	active	staff	of	approximately	45	at	the	end	of	2008/09.	It	is	able	to	provide	a	broad	

range of services province-wide to tens of thousands of training participants and sponsors by effectively 

engaging service-delivery partners.

orgAnIzATIonAl overvIeW

service Delivery Partners services Provided accountabilities

Industry Training  Proposing and maintaining Business service plans and contracts 
organizations – seven sectoral program standards, participating define specific performance-based
organizations1 in training-delivery planning,  accountabilities, and a reporting
 and providing services to process and targets are aligned 
 training participants and sponsors with the ITA’s own2

  
Training	Providers	–	16	public		 Delivery	of	the	foundation	 Letters-of-agreement	contain
post-secondary institutions and   programs and technical training training purchase plans that
24 private training institutions3   components of apprenticeship specify the type and scope of 
 programs training to be provided, consistent 
  with a broader  financial and 
  accountability framework identifying 
  system-wide priorities and 
  objectives

Customer groups

Training Participants and Challengers employers/industry
Apprentices and foundation program participants  Any employer or group of employers with a need
who pursue industry training programs with the  for formally trained workers possessing credentials
intent of achieving certification, and challengers  within the scope of the ITA’s operations
who pursue certification based on existing skills 

Information	and	examination	services	are	also	available	through	Service	BC’s	approximately	60	locations around 

the province.

strategic framework

During 2008/09, the ITA undertook a multi-year strategic planning exercise, through which it arrived at the 

following guiding statements:

iTa vision: Highly skilled and productive people making british Columbia’s industries prosperous 
and globally competitive. 

iTa Mission: To lead british Columbia’s industry skills training and certification system through 
collaboration and innovation.

These statements are accompanied by three goals and associated objectives and strategies. These form the core 

of the ITA’s strategic plan for the three years beginning in 2009/10, as reflected in the most recent service plan 

tabled in february 2009 (available at www.itabc.ca).

See “goals, Measures, Targets – refinement” (page 9) for a discussion of the implications of this new strategic 

plan in terms of continuation of measures reported on in this document.

1 number of operating ITos as of the end of 2008/09.
2 ITos are independent not-for-profit entities, established and governed by industry and with the ability to access funding 
 from a variety of sources.
3 number of institutions funded by the ITA to provide training during 2008/09. Public trainers provided 90 per cent of total 
 training as measured by ITA financial contributions. Partners in the K-12 school system are also involved in the delivery of 
 youth programs.

¢ ¢
¢¢



now’s THe TiMe: To exPanD 
Training ParTiCiPaTion
Through the Canada-BC labour Market Agreement 
(lMA) the federal government is transferring 
about	$66	million	dollars	annually	to	the	province,	
beginning in 2008/09, to enhance training access 
and labour-market participation. 

The ITA is administering a significant amount of 
LMA	funding	and	in	2008/09	used	$1.4	million	to	
support initiation of 17 apprenticeship, foundation 
and preparatory programs targeting the needs 
of women, immigrants and Aboriginal people. 
Contributions were made to a variety of training 
providers and other service-delivery agencies.

Common over-arching objectives were to address training 
barriers and foster workforce attachment, although programs 
varied considerably in structure and intended outcomes. 

“we HelP ClienTs geT inTo TraDes anD 
earn gooD MoneY worKing for 
gooD CoMPanies. anD THeY ProviDe 
insPiraTion To oTHers in THeir 
CoMMuniTies — sHowing THere is a gooD 
fuTure ouT THere for TraDesPeoPle.”   
   – Ken gorDon, Immigrant Trades Training Initiative    
      facilitator, DIverCecity Community resources Society

In the case of programs for women, for example, 
specific focal points ranged from essential-skills 
development, to generating work placement 
opportunities, to addressing individualized barriers 
such as transportation and daycare needs.

In the case of immigrants, programs were designed 
to meet sub-group needs ranging from those of people 
with trades experience but no certification, those with 
related education but limited practical experience, and 
those	with	no	trades	qualifications	at	all.

lMA-funded programs will directly benefit the 
participants, and outcomes monitoring will ensure 
that they serve to assess different approaches and 
inform the development of long-term ITA strategies 
specific to these target groups.

Further	 LMA	 funding	 of	 approximately	 $401,000	
was used to support the e-PPrenTICe initiative 
and	$426,000	to	support	the	MAP	initiative	during	
2008/09.	(see	pages	6	and	10).



now’s THe TiMe: To 
DigiTize inDusTrY Training
The e-PPrenTICe initiative launched in 2008/09 will 
result in the development of online technical training 
alternatives for 12 of the highest-volume trades. Delivery 
implementation will be completed for two automotive 
trades in 2009/10, and development work will begin 
for welding and cooking in June 2009. eight additional 
trades will be selected in 2009/10 and 2010/11.

This flows out of research and a business plan developed 
in 2007/08 and reflects a long-standing ITA commitment 
to more innovative technical training delivery.

Alternative training models will typically involve 
blending	 “distributed	 learning”	 techniques	 such	 as	
e-learning with more traditional approaches, and will 
give apprentices more control over where and when 
they pursue technical training. Traditional approaches 
will also continue to be offered.

Trade-specific approaches will be developed through 
partnerships among post-secondary institutions, school 
districts and new media companies. The initiative is being 
managed by BCcampus under contract with the ITA.

Media-rich e-learning approaches piloted in the 
automotive trades at vancouver Community College 
have	 reduced	 the	 on-site	 time	 requirement	 for	
apprentices by two thirds. They have also been found to 
improve	the	quality	of	learning	for	many	participants,	
including those with english as a second language.

The enhanced flexibility and access that 
e-PPrenTICe will provide is expected to increase 
training participation and completion, and to make 
it easier to manage the need for workplace absences 
to pursue technical training. 

Initially supported through Canada-BC labour 
Market	Agreement	funding	(see	page	5),	the	scope	
of this initiative has been significantly expanded 
through an additional federal funding allocation 
under the Pan Canadian Innovation Initiative.

“we’ve inTroDuCeD THese aPProaCHes 
wiTH sTuDenTs THaT TraDiTional 
insTruCTion wasn’T resonaTing 
wiTH anD THe Turn-arounD was 
unbelievable, iT was nigHT anD DaY.” 

– Jason Devisser, Automotive Service Technician 
Department head, vancouver Community College
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CorPorATe governAnCe

roles and Principles

The Industry Training Authority (ITA) is governed by a nine-member board of directors, appointed by the 

Minister of Advanced education and labour Market Development. Through a reporting relationship to the 

minister, the ITA is held accountable for fulfilling its legislative mandate and for responding to other 

direction from government.

Directors have a fiduciary role and act in the best interests of the ITA rather than on behalf of an interest 

or constituency. In broad terms, the board’s role consists of:

•	 setting	strategic	direction	and	empowering	management	to	pursue	it;

•	 holding	management	accountable	for	defined	performance	results;

•	 ensuring	effective	use	of	resources	made	available	to	the	ITA;	and

•	 reporting	to	government,	stakeholders	and	the	public	at	large.

The board undertakes an annual planning exercise, through which it provides input on key priorities and 

means of achieving them. In 2008/09, it also contributed to the development of an over-arching strategic 

plan intended to guide ITA activities over the next three years. 

The ITA board adheres to various governance principles, reflecting guidance from the government of British 

Columbia’s Board resourcing and Development office (BrDo), and public and private-sector best practices. 

Key principles include:

•	 independence	of	directors	vis-à-vis	both	government	and	management;

•	 clear	delineation	of	expectations	by	means	of	terms	of	reference;

•	 adherence	to	a	rigorous	code	of	conduct	(applicable	to	both	directors	and	employees,	and	regulating	
	 potential	conflicts	of	interest);

•	 continuous	governance	improvement,	in	part	through	professional	development	on	the	part	of	
	 directors	and	an	annual	governance	assessment	process;	and

•	 transparency	with	respect	to	governance	practices.

In 2008/09 the board undertook an extensive review of its structure and practices, with the assistance 

of external expertise. The board saw a need to ensure its role was clearly focused on policy and strategic 

oversight, in contrast to a more operational focus that commonly characterizes governance in an 

organization’s start-up phase. A simplified committee structure was arrived at and a new governance 

manual developed.

 The ITA has a high level of compliance with the specific recommendations in the BrDo’s Best Practices 

Guidelines.	The	disclosure	requirements	in	section	three	of	that	document	have	been	met,	and	the	relevant	

documentation is available at www.itabc.ca. 

Membership and Committees

Board members have diverse backgrounds and a range of industry and training-related expertise. 

Consideration is given, when vacancies occur, to ensuring an appropriate mix of specialized expertise and 

geographic balance. All board members serve on at least one of three standing committees, whose terms 

of reference are available at www.itabc.ca. 

senior ManageMenT 

Kevin evans Chief executive officer

geoff stevens executive lead, operations & Industry Training organizations

sandy steward executive lead, Strategic Initiatives

lisa Dooling executive lead, Marketing & Communications

Jeff nugent executive lead, Strategy & Policy

sue Thomas executive lead, finance & Corporate Services

gary McDermott Senior lead, Aboriginal Initiatives

Jessie zielke Senior lead, labour Supply Initiatives

Johann steinmann Senior lead, Programs

ellen brodie Senior lead, Projects

ashifa Dhanani Senior lead, Customer Service

arthur Chung Senior lead, Training Delivery 

DireCTors anD CoMMiTTee resPonsibiliTies

frank borowicz Board Chair

allan bruce	 Governance,	Chair;	HR

Jack Carthy	 Audit,	Chair;	Governance

Dana francis governance, Audit

barbara naef Audit, hr

frank Pasacreta governance, hr

gord stewart	 HR,	Chair;	Governance

Tom Kirk Audit, hr

one vacancy as of end of 2008/09
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rePorT on PerforMAnCe: The ConTeXT

Highlights

The Industry Training Authority (ITA) pursued four broad goals in 2008/09, as defined in its service plan of 

February	2008,	and	36	associated	performance	measures.	Targets	were	achieved	on	14	of	the	21	measures	

for which performance data was available when this report was prepared, while data was not yet available 

for one measure and will not be available (for reasons disclosed below) for the remaining 14 mainly youth-

related measures. 

operating environment 

The ITA had until recently operated exclusively during a period of strong economic growth, during which 

demand for skilled labour consistently trended upwards, and existing and anticipated skills shortages were 

an immediate industry priority. 

During 2008/09, however, a sharp economic downturn took hold. Among the most heavily impacted sectors 

in British Columbia were many – including construction, manufacturing and resource industries – that have 

played a particularly important role in driving increased demand for industry training and in providing 

training opportunities. 

Employment	growth	in	British	Columbia	slowed	from	an	already	relatively	modest	12,000	in	the	first	quarter	

of	fiscal	2008/09	to	a	mere	2,000	in	the	second	quarter,	and	there	was	a	net	loss	of	15,000	jobs	during	

the	third	quarter.4 The BC economic forecast Council projected real gDP growth for calendar 2009 of 2.7 

per cent as recently as July of 2008, but had revised that to a zero-growth estimate by January, while the 

provincial budget in february was based on an expected 0.9 per cent erosion in real gDP during the year.5 

British Columbia’s unemployment rate rose steadily between September 2008 and March 2009. As of March, 

while it was still below the national rate of 8.0 per cent, unemployment in the province had hit 7.4 per 

cent – a 3.0 percentage point increase over a year earlier.6  

The economic downturn is believed to have given rise to the following issues which impacted ITA 

performance results in 2008/09. ITA responses are identified here, and elaborated on in the report on 

performance results section.

risks and Capacity issues: economic Downturn

 impacts  iTa responses

•	 Reduced	availability	of	work-based	training		 •	 Development	and	initial	implementation

 opportunities, as employers cut costs and   of a promotional campaign designed to foster

 scale back operations  sustained industry training growth/

•	 Reduced	demand	for	technical	training,		 	 participation

	 possibly	as	apprentices	seek	to	avoid		 •	 New	planning	and	funding	mechanisms

 absences from work   to enhance the speed of responses to

•	 Reduced	sense	of	urgency	(stakeholders,		 	 economic	conditions	and	emerging	training

 general public) associated with forecasted   needs

	 skills	shortages	 •	 Policy	assessment	with	a	view	to	better

•	 More	volatile	program	and	region-specific		 	 facilitating	apprenticeship	completion	even

 training demand, in response to often rapid   in the event of employment interruption

 and large changes in local employment 

 availability and economic outlooks 

While the economic downturn appears to have primarily represented a risk factor during 2008/09, it may 

also present a longer-term opportunity. In particular there is believed to be potential to encourage more 

long-term	apprentices	to	complete	their	certification	requirements	during	a	period	when	they	may	have	

reduced employment opportunities. The ITA responses noted above are intended to maximize this potential 

trend towards counter-cyclical training and certification growth. 

In addition, the following longer-standing issues – all internal to the training system – are believed to have 

continued to impact ITA performance results in 2008/09.

risks and Capacity issues: internal 

 impacts  iTa responses

•	 Continued	primary	reliance	on	traditional		 •	 Launch	of	development	of	alternative

 methods of technical training delivery   training models in high-participation

 (in-school, block release)  trades (e-PPrenTICe)

•	 Continued	primary	reliance	on	traditional		 •	 Launch	of	alternative	assessment	pilot

 methods of skills assessments (written exams)  project in cooking trade

•	 Continued	barriers	to	entry	on	the	part		 	 (Multiple	Assessment	Pathways)

	 of	key	demographic	groups	(Aboriginal	 •	 Use	of	Labour	Market	Agreement	funding	to

 people, women, immigrants)  deploy a diversity of demonstration projects 

   to address group-specific barriers

4 finance Minister’s state of the economy presentation, february 2, 2009: http://www.gov.bc.ca/premier/media_gallery/
 downloads/2009/feb/economic_&_fiscal_update.pdf
5	 finance Minister’s budget presentation, february 17, 2009: www.bcbudget.gov.bc.ca/2009/slides/default.htm 
6	 Ministry of Advanced education and labour Market Development labour Market Snapshot, March 2009.
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goals, Measures, Targets – selection

The goals and measures reported on in this document were selected with reference to:

•	 the	ITA’s	legislated	mandate	and	other	direction	from	government;

•	 the	ITA’s	strategic	direction,	including	its	vision,	mission	and	values;

•	 the	needs,	priorities	and	views	of	customers	and	stakeholders;

•	 previous	performance	results	and	identified	deficiencies;

•	 best	practices	observed	in	other	jurisdictions	and	contexts;	and

•	 the	prevailing	operating	environment	and	resulting	strategic	considerations.

The selection of measures is further informed by widely accepted criteria for performance-management 

indicators, including data reliability and meaningful degree of control. Targets are intended to drive continuous 

improvement and to be attainable in light of recent performance and anticipated capacity.

Comments on the rationale for specific measures and associated targets, and on factors influencing 

performance during 2008/09, are provided in the report on performance results section. 

goals, Measures, Targets – refinement 

This document reports on the goals and measures contained in the ITA service plan tabled in february 2008. 

While the goals in that plan are substantively consistent with the most recent ITA service plan tabled in 

february 2009 (available at www.itabc.ca), the most recent plan reflects a significant re-evaluation of and 

reduction in the number of measures included.

This was largely a result of a broad strategic planning exercise undertaken by ITA management and its board 

during 2008/09. It was the largest-scale revisiting of the ITA vision, mission and performance metrics since 

the organization’s inception approximately five years earlier, and the outcome is intended to guide ITA 

activities over the next three years.

of the eight performance measures included in the most recent service plan, six are carried forward from 

the plan reported on here (utilization is treated as a single measure), representing at least one measure 

associated with each of the first three of four goals. Two new measures relate to registered challengers and 

post-completion employment.

The most recent plan focuses on more encompassing, end-point outcomes. for example, it contains a single 

registered-participants measure, rather than a series of measures segmented by participant type. And it 

contains	a	single	measure	of	training	and	assessment	outcomes	(certificates	of	qualification),	rather	than	

a series of interim measures (youth and foundation program credits, continuation).

Measures no longer included in the service plan (noted as “discontinued” in the following section) will 

continue to be tracked – subject to data availability and continued relevance – and will be reported in 

contexts such as monthly statistics reports. Discontinuance of measures such as completion rates and 

target group participation does not indicate that improvement is no longer an ITA priority, but reflects an 

effort to focus service plans and annual reports on the few most critical aspects of performance, consistent 

with the directive in the BC Reporting Principles.

naTional surveY ConfirMs 
an aPPrenTiCesHiP eDge
Statistics Canada released the results of its national Apprenticeship Survey in September 2008.  

Conducted with the guidance of the Canadian Council of Directors of Apprenticeship, and the active 

participation of the Industry Training Authority, the survey assessed outcomes for tens of thousands 

of Canadians who registered as apprentices in 2002-2004.

findings confirmed better employment outcomes for those who completed their apprenticeships 

compared to those who didn’t, with the differentials sometimes being even more pronounced for 

British Columbia apprentices.

The survey also provided valuable insight on what were found to be a multitude of factors that 

influence non-completion.
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It’s widely recognized that multiple-choice exams aren’t 
always effective in determining whether someone has the 
competencies	required	for	a	trades-related	certification	
– particularly when someone is “challenging” for a 
certification based on existing skills. 

In 2008/09 the ITA took definitive steps to expand 
the range of available assessment tools, beginning 
with research drawing in part on international best 
practices. 

As of the end of the year, assessors had been trained 
to implement multiple assessment in the cooking 
trade. And recruitment was underway for challengers 
interested in obtaining one of 100 credentials that 
will be made available on a pilot basis.

now’s THe TiMe: 
To Move PasT MulTiPle 
CHoiCe

Assessments will be based on a combination of 
documentation reviews, a competency interview, a 
short written exam, and a practical assessment. 

employers see such approaches as more robust, and 
believe they will reduce barriers to certification that 
are unrelated to actual skills and knowledge, and 
provide greater assurance that certified tradespeople 
are workplace-ready. They will also support more 
efficient gap-based training for those who are not 
successful on their first attempts. 

Significantly, this Multiple Assessment Pathways 
(MAP) initiative earned the endorsement of the 
Canadian Council of Directors of Apprenticeship. 
Successful participants who earn Professional 
Cook 3 certification though the pilot project will 
receive their red Seal endorsements. MAP is the first 
initiative of its type in Canada.

“inDusTrY assoCiaTions woulD liKe To 
see everYone able To CerTifY aT soMe 
level, buT firsT inDusTrY Has To Have 
ConfiDenCe in wHaT CerTifiCaTion 
Means.” 

– Dennis green, Industry Training Program Manager, Propel 
(tourism, hospitality and food services ITo)
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rePorT on PerforMAnCe: The reSUlTS

goal 1:    
suffiCienT anD TiMelY suPPlY of sKilleD labour

 sTraTegies:

•	 Address	entry	And	pArticipAtion	bArriers	for	trAining	pArticipAnts	And	sponsors

•	 identify	And	Address	Apprenticeship	continuAtion	And	completion	bArriers

•	 respond	rApidly	to	shifts	in	trAining	demAnd	resulting	from	economic	conditions

•	 collAborAte	with	the	AboriginAl	community	on	reseArch	And	strAtegy-development	re	industry	trAining	pArticipAtion

•	 implement	demonstrAtion	projects	with	A	focus	on	tArget	group	needs	–	AboriginAl	people,	women,	recent	immigrAnts	–	using	lAbour	MarKeT agreeMenT funDing

regisTereD Training ParTiCiPanTs 

    Measure: regisTereD aPPrenTiCesHiP ParTiCiPanTs  x 

  Benchmarks  Performance       

 	 2006/07	 2007/08	 2008/09	Target	 2008/09	Actual										

	 	 28,402	 34,316	 36,000	 35,343

  Measure: regisTereD founDaTion PrograM ParTiCiPanTs    x 
  Benchmarks7  Performance     

 	 2006/07	 2007/08	 2008/09	Target	 2008/09	Actual		 			

	 	 3,969	 4,125	 3,900	 3,795

  Measure: regisTereD YouTH ParTiCiPanTs8    √ 

  Benchmarks  Performance   

 	 2006/07	 2007/08	 2008/09	Target	 2008/09	Actual	 	

	 	 5,647	 5,481	 4,000	 4,938

  Measure: ToTal regisTereD ParTiCiPanTs    √   

  Benchmarks Performance Targets     

 	 	2006/07	 2007/08	 						2008/09	Target	 		2008/09	Actual		 2009/10	 2010/11	 2011/12				

   38,018 43,922 43,9009		 44,076	 47,000	 47,500	 48,000	

7 foundation program benchmarks were arrived at by varying methodologies, using information available at the time, but 
are	nevertheless	believed	 to	provide	 reasonably	accurate	and	comparable	quantifications.	2007/08	performance	was	
arrived at using a methodology that will be consistently applied going forward. Methodologies are fully disclosed in ITA 
monthly statistics reports.

8 Total number of active SSA participants and active ACe IT participants, less participants in both programs.
9 This target was set in 2007 and had already been achieved by March 31, 2008. future targets reflect recent performance.

rationale:	Training	 is	 the	structured	means	by	which	 individuals	acquire	skills	 leading	to	certification,	

and is the route by which most certifications in British Columbia are currently achieved (notwithstanding 

increased emphasis on assessment leading to certification based on existing skills). The number of training 

participants is a key determinant of the extent to which skilled new workforce entrants will be available in 

subsequent	months	and	years.	It	remains	an	important	indicator	despite	the	short-term	alleviation	of	skills	

shortages as a result of the current economic downturn, since demographic trends are certain to result in 

longer-term shortages and training participation is needed well in advance to address them. 

Targets are based primarily on recent performance trends and expectations of industry needs (factoring in 

the multi-year length of most programs), and take account of training delivery capacity. The foundation 

program target was based on the expectation that a larger proportion of training resources would be 

directed to apprenticeship (although funding was ultimately maintained at the same level as in 2007/08), 

while the youth target reflected sustainable participation levels given the current policies governing these 

programs and the fact they are now well-established.

Performance and outlook. The ITA once again exceeded its target for total registered training participants. 

This was due to significantly above-target participation in the Secondary School Apprenticeship (SSA) and 

ACe-IT programs, both of which are designed to facilitate youth transitions into industry training. of note 

during 2008/09 was an ITA grant to the CeS Career education Society, which was used to assist school 

districts in increasing their capacity to provide the SSA program and resulted in significant registration 

increases	in	participating	districts	(see	page	16).

There was continued growth in apprenticeship as well, but performance was slightly short of target, 

reflecting a decline in new apprenticeship registrations in late 2008 and coinciding with the economic 

downturn (a trend that appears to have reversed in early 2009). foundation program participation also fell 

slightly short of the targeted level.
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ParTiCiPaTion bY TargeTeD grouPs 

    Measure: aboriginal ParTiCiPaTion   results pending 

  Benchmarks  Performance   

 	 2006/07	 2007/08	 2008/09	Target	 2008/09	Actual	 	

	 	 5.4%	 5.6%	 8.1%		 Pending10   

  Measure: feMale ParTiCiPaTion     √ 

  Benchmarks  Performance   

 	 2006/07	 2007/08	 2008/09	Target	 2008/09	Actual	 	

	 	 n/a	 n/a	 Baseline,	Strategy	 8.6%	

  Measure: reCenT iMMigranT ParTiCiPaTion  results Unavailable  

  Benchmarks  Performance   

 	 2006/07	 2007/08	 2008/09	Target	 2008/09	Actual	 	

  n/a n/a Baseline results Unavailable 

TheSe MeASUreS hAve Been DISConTInUeD – See DISCUSSIon on PAge 9.

10 To be reported in August 2009, based on the timing of availability of data from the Ministry of Advanced 
education and labour Market Development’s Central Data Warehouse. Performance data for this measure is currently 
derived from the Central Data Warehouse report of the number of self-identified Aboriginal individuals who attended 
ITA-funded apprenticeship technical training at public post-secondary institutions. This data does not include individuals 
who attended non-public training, nor does it include those registered in secondary school or foundation programs. 

11 The percentage of individuals who become a registered apprentice within 12 months of successfully completing a 
 foundation program (foundation credential achievement date).

rationale. The target groups that are the subject of these measures are either currently under-represented 

among training participants and/or experiencing barriers to entry into and completion of industry training. 

removal of such barriers will improve career advancement opportunities and increase the participation of 

under-utilized sources of labour supply. This is particularly true of the Aboriginal population since – while 

it is likely not under-represented in industry training relative to its percentage of the overall population 

in British Columbia – it is a particularly young and rapidly growing demographic. The target for Aboriginal 

participation	reflected	a	half-way	mark	between	a	5.4	per	cent	baseline	and	an	original	target	of	doubling	

Aboriginal participation to 10.8 per cent by 2009/10 (a target now recognized as overly ambitious for 

reasons referenced immediately below).

Performance and outlook: While Aboriginal participation data for 2008/09 will not be available until August 

2009, performance is likely to fall short of target. Intensive work was done on Aboriginal participation during 

the year, based on extensive engagement with the Aboriginal population, primarily through a new advisory 

committee. Key milestones included completion of a major research report identifying barriers to Aboriginal 

participation, and development of a draft strategy. finalization of the strategy is expected in early 2009/10 

and it will guide a range of actions to improve Aboriginal participation. focal points will likely include 

improved information provision to the Aboriginal population regarding industry training, and initiatives to 

assist	members	of	this	target	group	in	attaining	essential	learning	skills	and	necessary	academic	prerequisites.	

Improved participation tracking will also be a priority. Work done during 2008/09 has confirmed that, while 

the potential to increase Aboriginal participation is significant, existing barriers are more profound than 

foreseen and the timeframe for large-scale and durable participation increases will be longer.

The funding of various demonstration projects through the Canada-BC labour Market Agreement was a key 

element	of	the	development	and	refinement	of	broader	target	group	strategies	(see	page	5).	The	target	of	

developing a female-participation strategy was met on this basis, and a baseline measure was also arrived 

at. Collection of information necessary to report the percentage of recent immigrants among training 

participants proved infeasible, and results against this measure are therefore unavailable.

ConTinuaTion To aPPrenTiCesHiP 

  Measure: founDaTion PrograM ConTinuaTion 11    √   

  Benchmarks  Performance     

 	 2006/07	 2007/08	 2008/09	Target	 2008/09	Actual	 			

	 	 n/a	 45%	 49%	 52%

  Measure: YouTH ConTinuaTion – aCe iT   results unavailable   

  Benchmarks  Performance     

 	 2006/07	 2007/08	 2008/09	Target	 2008/09	Actual	 			

  n/a n/a Maintain or Improve  results unavailable

  Measure: YouTH ConTinuaTion – ssa    results unavailable   

  Benchmarks  Performance     

 	 2006/07	 2007/08	 2008/09	Target	 2008/09	Actual	 			

  n/a n/a n/a  results unavailable

  Measure: YouTH ConTinuaTion – aCe iT anD ssa  results unavailable   

  Benchmarks  Performance     

 	 2006/07	 2007/08	 2008/09	Target	 2008/09	Actual	 			

  n/a n/a n/a  results unavailable

rationale: Continuation to apprenticeship is a measure of the effectiveness of foundation and youth 

programs since both are intended primarily to facilitate entry into an apprenticeship program – although 

many participants find enhanced employment prospects without continuing on to apprenticeship, and some 

participants choose to pursue a different career or post-secondary option. 

Performance and outlook: foundation program continuation was above target, with slightly more than 

half of participants becoming registered apprentices within a year of completing their programs. 2008 

outcomes surveys involving former foundation program participants (conducted by BC STATS on behalf of 

the Ministry of Advanced education and labour Market Development and participating institutions) found 
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12 Calculated	on	a	quarterly	basis	and	reflecting	the	percentage	of	apprentices	issued	a	credential	within	six	years	of	
 registration.
13 number of final certifications issued to both those who have participated in a formal apprenticeship program and 

those	who	have	challenged	for	the	qualification	based	on	existing	skills.
14 Targets were set in early 2009 and may be adjusted to reflect 2008/09 results. 
15 This target was set in 2007 and had already been achieved by March 31, 2008. future targets have been adjusted 
 upward to reflect recent performance, and may be further adjusted to reflect 2008/09 results.
16	 Including apprenticeship and foundation programs only.
17 This target was set in 2007 and had already been achieved by March 31, 2008.
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rationale: Completion rates supplement measures of the absolute numbers of credentials issued by 

measuring them as a percentage of those who began training programs, and are an efficiency-related 

measure. Improved apprenticeship completion rates have long been recognized as a priority in British 

Columbia and other jurisdictions. Targets have been set primarily with reference to previous performance.

Performance and outlook: Apprenticeship completion rates improved in 2008/09, reversing a downward 

trend in the previous two years. however, performance remained below target, likely as a result of a complex 

high rates of success in finding apprenticeship opportunities among those who tried to do so, and high 

rates of participant satisfaction with their training. however, a reduced scope of work-based training 

opportunities, as a result of the current economic downturn, may impact continuation going forward.

Challenges relating to data consistency and analytical methodology have precluded arriving at reliable 

province-wide measures of continuation, completion and credentials relative to youth programs. 

A variety of issues are at play, including variable timeframes for program starts and finishes (creating 

challenges with cohort definition), and the interim nature of the credits awarded to successful participants 

(which do not in fact constitute program credentials per se). The ITA is, however, able to monitor and 

assess	outcomes	at	the	school	district	and	program-specific	level,	and	is	implementing	routine	qualitative	

assessments of youth program effectiveness at the province-wide level.

CoMPleTion raTes

  Measure: aPPrenTiCesHiP CoMPleTion 12    x   

  Benchmarks  Performance     

 	 2006/07	 2007/08	 2008/09	Target	 2008/09	Actual	 			

	 	 39%	 38%	 42%	 41%

  Measure: founDaTion PrograM CoMPleTion  results unavailable   

  Benchmarks  Performance     

 	 2006/07	 2007/08	 2008/09	Target	 2008/09	Actual	 			

  n/a n/a n/a  results unavailable

  Measure: YouTH CoMPleTion – aCe iT    results unavailable   

  Benchmarks  Performance     

 	 2006/07	 2007/08	 2008/09	Target	 2008/09	Actual	 			

  n/a n/a n/a  results unavailable

  Measure: YouTH CoMPleTion – ssa  results unavailable     

  Benchmarks  Performance     

 	 2006/07	 2007/08	 2008/09	Target	 2008/09	Actual	 			

  n/a n/a n/a  results unavailable

mix of factors including existing skills, program design and economic conditions. given the complexity and 

breadth of such factors – with recent research having confirmed the absence of any dominant contributing 

factors – the ITA has focused on broad stakeholder mobilization. In late 2008/09 it commissioned the 

Canadian Apprenticeship forum to convene a national symposium in British Columbia in 2009/10. Working 

from	 recently	 completed	 quantitative	 research	 on	 completion-influencing	 factors,	 the	 symposium	 will	

initiate broad-scale action planning.

foundation program participants are not registered with the ITA upon initiation of their programs, but 

only upon successful completion. This has precluded calculating a completion rate in this context. youth 

completion results are also unavailable, for reasons disclosed in the discussion of continuation results.

CreDenTials awarDeD 

   

  Measure: founDaTion PrograM CreDenTials  √ 

  Benchmarks  Performance   

 	 2006/07	 2007/08	 2008/09	Target	 2008/09	Actual	 	

	 	 3,580	 2,544	 3,471		 4,064			

  Measure: YouTH PrograM CreDenTials    results Unavailable   

  Benchmarks  Performance   

 	 2006/07	 2007/08	 2008/09	Target	 2008/09	Actual	 	

  n/a n/a n/a results Unavailable  

  Measure: ToTal CreDenTials 16   √  

  Benchmarks  Performance   

 	 2006/07	 2007/08	 2008/09	Target	 2008/09	Actual	 	

	 	 7,131	 7,790	 7,67117 10,102 

   

  Measure: aPPrenTiCesHiP CreDenTials 13    √  

  Benchmarks Performance Targets14     

 	 	2006/07	 2007/08	 						2008/09	Target	 		2008/09	Actual		 2009/10	 2010/11	 2011/12			

	 	 	 3,551	 5,246	 4,20015		 6,038	 6,000	 6,100	 6,200	
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rationale: Credentials awarded are an outcomes measure and, in the case of apprenticeship in particular, 

provide a direct indication of the extent to which the ITA has contributed to the expansion of the skilled 

workforce within a particular time period. Targets are set with reference to the same considerations that 

govern registered participants targets, and also account for the expanding use of progressive program 

models	that	may	result	in	acquisition	of	more	than	one	credential.

Performance and outlook: Performance was above target with respect to both apprenticeship and 

foundation program credentials.  Definitive reasons for the large margin by which targets were exceeded, 

particularly with respect to apprenticeship credentials, were not identifiable when this report was prepared. 

There may be the potential for future apprenticeship credential results to be positively impacted by 

completion	of	technical	training	requirements	by	 long-term	apprentices,	should	they	take	advantage	of	

the period of reduced employment activity to do their in-school training. however, it is unlikely that this 

impact was significant during 2008/09.

YouTH inTenT To ParTiCiPaTe 

    Measure: ToTal YouTH inTenT To ParTiCiPaTe  results Unavailable   

  Benchmarks  Performance   

 	 2006/07	 2007/08	 2008/09	Target	 2008/09	Actual	 	

	 	 22%	(+/-2.1)	 16%	(+/-2.1)	 19.5%	(+/-Margin	of	Error)  results Unavailable   

  Measure: aboriginal YouTH inTenT To ParTiCiPaTe    results Unavailable   

  Benchmarks  Performance   

 	 2006/07	 2007/08	 2008/09	Target	 2008/09	Actual	 	

  n/a n/a Baseline results Unavailable 

  Measure: feMale YouTH inTenT To ParTiCiPaTe  results Unavailable  

  Benchmarks  Performance   

 	 2006/07	 2007/08	 2008/09	Target	 2008/09	Actual	 	

	 	 6.0%	 6.0%	 Maintain	or	Improve	 Results	Unavailable	

The ITA has an established suite of youth programs that facilitate transitions from secondary school to 

industry training, and youth participation was above target in 2008/09. This is advantageous from a 

labour-market demand standpoint and enhances accessibility to a post-secondary option well-suited to 

many individuals. While the ITA will continue to operate these programs, it discontinued annual youth 

intent-related surveying during 2008/09. given the mature status of its youth programming, surveys of this 

type	and	frequency	had	become	of	limited	operational	utility.

ThIS MeASUre hAS Been DISConTInUeD – See DISCUSSIon on PAge 9.

sPonsorsHiP

  
  Measure: PerCenT of PoTenTial sPonsors    results Unavailable   

  Benchmarks  Performance   

 	 2006/07	 2007/08	 2008/09	Target	 2008/09	Actual	 	

  n/a n/a Baseline results Unavailable  

rationale: Sponsorship is a measure of both the extent of employer engagement and participation in 

industry training, and of the capacity of the training system to provide the work-based training component 

of apprenticeship. Targeted growth in sponsorship needs to be roughly proportionate to targeted growth in 

apprenticeship participation, and is also set with reference to anticipated economic conditions.

Performance and outlook: The number of registered sponsors was above target in 2008/09, as it has been 

consistently throughout the ITA’s operation. While this is encouraging, it must be viewed in light of the 

fact that the full impact of the economic downturn has likely not yet been felt, and in light of anecdotal 

indications that the scope of work-based training opportunities being provided by sponsors is already being 

reduced.	No	feasible	means	was	identified	for	quantifying	the	total	pool	of	potential	sponsors,	and	results	

are therefore unavailable for the second measure.

     Measure: regisTereD sPonsors      √   

  Benchmarks Performance Targets     

 	 	2006/07	 2007/08	 						2008/09	Target	 		2008/09	Actual		 2009/10	 2010/11	 2011/12				

	 	 	 9,575	 10,552	 10,700	 10,884	 11,250	 11,350	 11,450
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rePorT on PerforMAnCe: The reSUlTS

goal 2:    
aCTive anD effeCTive inDusTrY leaDersHiP of inDusTrY Training

 sTraTegies:

•	 AccelerAte	trAnsition	of	itos TowarDs full-serviCe MoDels, wiTHin a refineD PoliCY fraMeworK

•		 ensure	Alignment	of	itA	And	ito	service/business	plAns

•		 obtAin	ito	endorsement	of	trAining	purchAse	plAns	And	progrAm-investment	priorities

•		 provide	for	ito/industry	stAkeholder	leAdership	of	progrAm-development	processes	And	red	seAl	progrAm	mAintenAnce

rationale: Sector-specific ITos are the main mechanism by which industry assumes the active leadership 

role which is a foundational and distinguishing feature of the British Columbia industry training model.  

Measuring the scope of ITo management therefore captures the extent to which this model has been 

put into practice.  Targets have been set with reference to the terms of ITo mandate statements, and 

anticipated progression by ITos towards full assumption of their assigned responsibilities.

Performance and outlook: Above-target performance reflects both the formation of a seventh ITo in the 

transportation sector (TransCDA) and strong performance and progress on the part of all ITos.  This included 

broader than anticipated assumption of program responsibilities and the achievement during the year of 

full-service status on the part of three more ITos (for a total of four).

  Measure: iTo PerforManCe TargeTs         √    
  Benchmarks  Performance    

 	 2006/07	 2007/08	 2008/09	Target	 2008/09	Actual	 	 	

  Plans approved by ITA Targets substantially met Targets substantially met Targets substantially met  

rationale:	Annual	business	service	plans,	annual	and	quarterly	reports	relating	to	them,	and	ITA-ITO	contracts	are	

the main mechanism by which ITos are held accountable for the program and service-delivery responsibilities they 

undertake in return for ITA funding.  Plans contain performance measures and targets aligned with the ITA’s own, 

and this measure provides a cumulative indication of success in meeting them.

Performance and outlook: The results reported to the ITA by four of six ITos have been found to confirm 

substantial achievement of the targets set in the relevant business plans (the newly established transportation ITo 

did not have a business plan for 2008/09).  on this basis, the target is deemed to be met.  ITos will assume broader 

accountabilities as the remaining three continue to progress towards full service status.

18 Includes apprentices and youth only.

    Measure: PerCenT of regisTereD ParTiCiPanTs in iTo-ManageD PrograMs 18 √   

  Benchmarks Performance Targets     

 	 	2006/07	 2007/08	 						2008/09	Target	 		2008/09	Actual		 2009/10	 2010/11	 2011/12			

	 	 	 88%	 88%	 93%	 94.1%	 95%	 97%	 97%



now’s THe TiMe: 
To KeeP YouTH engageD
Participation in the ITA’s two main youth programs was 
significantly above target in 2008/09, in part due to 
work undertaken by the CeS Career education Society.

The	CES	used	a	$1.1	million	 ITA	grant	 to	establish	a	
“Building Capacity for Secondary School Apprenticeship 
(SSA)” initiative. SSA is a program through which 
high school students earn credit for work-based 
apprenticeship training hours and, despite recent overall 
youth participation growth, new SSA registrations had 
been dropping off.

Two-thirds of British Columbia school districts submitted 
proposals to participate in the capacity-building 
initiative. funding was typically used to enable them to 
provide a designated staff person with time to promote 
the program among students, employers and parents. 

“TeCHniCal Training CreDiTs During 
HigH sCHool are greaT. buT YouTH 
Can’T TaKe THe nexT sTeP unTil THeY 
geT an eMPloYer – so THe ssa PieCe 
is CriTiCal anD THere neeDs To be 
Parallel growTH.” 

– brenDa graziano, executive Director, CeS Career 
education Society

The specific tactics used were diverse and often 
innovative, such as deployment of “near peers” (recent 
SSA participants) to assist with recruitment and 
registration.	All	participating	districts	were	also	required	
to establish an employer advisory network.

Among the first 20 districts to participate in this 
initiative, SSA registrations were up 43 per cent year-
over-year in the September-to-April period, whereas 
non-participating districts saw a 24 per cent decline.

The CeS’s work is seen as an important step in revitalizing 
a long-standing and well-received program. The 
combination of SSA and the ACe-IT program, through 
which students earn credit for technical training, enables 
many to have a significant head start on apprenticeship 
completion before finishing high school.

The ITA has provided additional funding to CeS to 
continue this work in 2009/10, and best practices will 
be available to all school districts.
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rePorT on PerforMAnCe: The reSUlTS

goal 3:    
effiCienT anD effeCTive PrograM DeveloPMenT anD DeliverY

 sTraTegies:

•	 develop	And	continuAlly	mAintAin	high-quAlity	progrAm	stAndArds	And	specificAtions,	including	new	progrAms	As	demAnd	requires

•		 pilot	more	diverse	Assessment	tools	with	the	potentiAl	for	broAder	rollout	

•		 work	with	trAining	providers	to	Arrive	At	And	reAlize	mutuAlly	AcceptAble	funding	And	utilizAtion	tArgets,	thus	further	improving	return	on	trAining	expenditures

•	 expAnd	trAining	Accessibility	And	flexibility	for	leArners,	through	AlternAtive	delivery	And	other	meAns

•	 work	towArds	stAndArdized	methodology	for	wAit	times	meAsurement

•	 pArticipAte	And	provide	leAdership	within	cAnAdiAn	council	of	directors	of	Apprenticeship	(ccdA)

  Measure: aPPrenTiCesHiP Training seaTs PurCHaseD    x   

  Benchmarks  Performance   

 	 2006/07	 2007/08	 2008/09	Target	 2008/09	Actual	 	

	 	 19,521	 23,229	 25,500	 24,771

rationale: The number of technical training seats purchased is an indicator of system capacity and therefore 

of the ability to provide timely technical training opportunities to the targeted number of training participants, 

and to facilitate program completion. Targets were informed in part by a provincial government commitment, 

in february 2007, to add 7,000 additional apprenticeship technical training spaces by 2010.

Performance and outlook: results were below target as a result of a softening in demand for technical 

training spaces in late 2008/09. This may have reflected a desire on the part of apprentices to avoid 

absences from work during a period of economic uncertainty, and resulted in canceled intakes. The potential 

is believed to exist, however, to generate a counter-cyclical increase in technical training demand during 

the remaining duration of the downturn — an objective the ITA will actively pursue in 2009/10.

  

rationale: Seat utilization is the percentage of ITA-funded technical training seats actually filled by 

technical training participants. It is an indicator of the efficiency of the use of ITA funding. high utilization 

indicates a stronger return on training dollars invested. Targets are informed by past performance and by 

dialogue with training providers during development of annual training purchase plans.

Performance and outlook: results were above target for both apprenticeship and foundation programs.  

Improved utilization was a significant focal point during 2008/09 and ITA management deems this to be one of 

the year’s most significant performance successes. results are attributed to better system-wide coordination, 

reflecting proactive efforts on the part of the BC Association of Trades Training Administrators to rationalize 

intakes. given the current economic downturn, however, greater priority is expected to be placed over the 

next	three	years	on	enhancing	the	training	system’s	ability	to	respond	quickly	to	changes	in	training	demand,	

without	increasing	wait	times.	This	will	require	more	latitude	regarding	utilization,	and	lower	rates	(two	per	

cent below the 2008/09 targets) are therefore targeted.
19 This target was set in 2007 and had already been achieved by March 31, 2008.
20 This target was set in 2007 and had already been achieved by March 31, 2008.

    Measure: aPPrenTiCesHiP seaT uTilizaTion    √   

  Benchmarks Performance Targets     

 	 	2006/07	 2007/08	 						2008/09	Target	 		2008/09	Actual		 2009/10	 2010/11	 2011/12			

	 	 	 n/a	 92%	 91.25%19	 93.53%	 89.25%	 89.25%	 89.25%

    Measure: founDaTion PrograM seaT uTilizaTion    √   

  Benchmarks Performance Targets     

 	 	2006/07	 2007/08	 						2008/09	Target	 		2008/09	Actual		 2009/10	 2010/11	 2011/12			

	 	 	 n/a	 86%	 85.6%20	 89.2%	 83.6%	 83.6%	 83.6%
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  Measure: CosT Per ParTiCiPanT TraineD    √   

  Benchmarks  Performance   

 	 2006/07	 2007/08	 2008/09	Target	 2008/09	Actual	 	

	 	 $3,983	 $3,693	 $3,76621	 $3,629

rationale: Cost per participant trained (as measured by total annual expenditures divided by training seats 

filled by registered participants) is an indicator of efficiency of resource use. Targets are informed by past 

performance and dialogue with training providers during development of annual training purchase plans.

Performance and outlook: Costs were below the targeted amount – a more ambitious target than the 

original	 one	of	maintaining	 costs	 at	 2006/07	 levels,	 and	based	on	 stronger	 than	expected	performance	 in	

2007/08. This measure moves in tandem with improved seat utilization rates and reflects various training-

delivery refinements. ongoing expansion of alternative training delivery is likely to positively influence results 

for this measure, although a recent trend towards longer-duration programs will increase per-participant costs.

21 This target was set in 2007 and had already been achieved by March 31, 2008.
22 Targets have been adjusted to reflect recent performance.

rationale:	This	measure	indicates	the	adequacy	and/or	efficient	utilization	of	technical	training	capacity.	

Twelve months is the typical interval between levels of training, and waiting periods that exceed that 

standard indicate a likelihood of program or region-specific capacity deficiencies. excessive waiting times 

delay progression and can negatively influence completion. Targets are informed by past performance and 

dialogue with training providers during development of annual training purchase plans.

Performance and outlook: results were below target – that is, a larger than the targeted percentage of 

apprentices waited more than 12 months for their next level of training (although the percentage was smaller 

than in the previous year). Improved system-wide planning and coordination likely positively influenced results 

$3500

$4000 $3,983

$3,693 $3,629

$3,541

2006/07 2007/08 2008/09

With LMA

Without LMA

$3750

iMPaCT of lMa funDing
The ITA dispersed significant funding during 2008/09, in 
support of training delivery and other service provision, 
which originated with the federal government through 
the	Canada-BC	Labour	Market	Agreement	(see	page	5).	
funded programs often involved relatively intensive 
service provision to clients who were not yet registered 
training participants. This had the effect of increasing 
costs per participant in 2008/09, although targeted 
performance was nevertheless achieved.

on this measure, and no definitive reasons for the deficiency were identifiable when this report was prepared. 

Customer satisfaction research during the year indicated that a large majority of apprentices, and smaller 

majority of employers, were satisfied with access to technical training. 

further improvement nevertheless remains a priority, and will likely be achieved in part through alternative 

training delivery, which can allow for more rapid adjustments to align capacity and demand. The ITA will 

continue to work with the Trades Training Consortium of BC on this issue, and a working group has been 

formed to develop a standardized methodology for waiting times measurement.

  Measure: aPPrenTiCes in uPDaTeD PrograMs   x   

  Benchmarks  Performance   

 	 2006/07	 2007/08	 2008/09	Target	 2008/09	Actual	 	

	 	 15%	 70%	 92%	 82%

rationale: Industry training focuses on labour-market skills that are often highly technical and otherwise 

rapidly evolving. Accordingly, regular program updates are necessary to ensure training programs remain 

aligned	with	current	industry-defined	requirements,	and	that	completion	is	an	accurate	indicator	of	job	

readiness. Targets are informed by the process and timelines established for program updates.

Performance and outlook: While the percentages of apprentices in updated programs continued to increase in 

2008/09 it fell significantly short of target. The ITA undertook a review during 2008/09 of its program standards 

quality	assurance	processes	and	procedures,	over	the	course	of	which	it	was	determined	that	previously	targeted	

timeframes for program updates were overly ambitious. refined processes have been developed and the ITA will 

continue	to	work	to	address	the	remaining	backlog	of	programs	requiring	review	and	updating.

ThIS MeASUre hAS Been DISConTInUeD – See DISCUSSIon on PAge 9.

  Measure: PrograMs wiTH >1 TYPe of assessMenT Tool   results Unavailable   

  Benchmarks  Performance   

 	 2006/07	 2007/08	 2008/09	Target	 2008/09	Actual	 	

  n/a n/a Baseline, strategy, targets results Unavailable

rationale: This measure was introduced in light of the ITA’s commitment to expand the range of available 

assessment tools, given the limitations associated with the current predominant use of multiple-choice written 

exams.	Such	expansion	has	particular	potential	to	increase	access	to	and	frequency	of	certification	based	on	

existing	skills,	including	those	acquired	outside	Canada	or	outside	the	formal	apprenticeship	system.

Performance and outlook: results relative to the baseline component of this target are unavailable, as it has proven 

to	be	infeasible	to	quantify	the	current	modest	extent	to	which	alternative	assessment	tools	are	in	use.	However,	

a strategy for the further development of such tools is in place in the form of the Multiple Assessment Pathways 

initiative (see page 10). While this specific measure has been discontinued in the most recent service plan, a new 

measure of the number of registered challengers (people seeking certification based on existing skills) will gauge what 

is likely to be the most significant type of improvement that more varied assessment tools will result in.

    Measure: aPPrenTiCes waiTing >12 MonTHs for nexT level of Training   x   

  Benchmarks Performance Targets22     

 	 	2006/07	 2007/08	 						2008/09	Target	 		2008/09	Actual		 2009/10	 2010/11	 2011/12			

	 	 	 11%	 6.6%	 <5%	 6.2%	 <5%	 <4.5%	 <4%
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goal 4:    
HigH levels of CusToMer saTisfaCTion & sTaKeHolDer engageMenT

 sTraTegies:

•	 invest	in	service-enhAncing	technology,	including	trAnsition	to	itAdireCTaCCess, anD in iMProveD serviCe-DeliverY CaPaCiTY More broaDlY

•	 Address	identified	deficiencies	with	respect	to	customer	sAtisfAction	And	stAkeholder	relAtionships

•	 involve	stAkeholders	in	strAtegy	development	And	other	key	processes

•	 engAge	in	tArgeted	mArketing	And	communicAtion	cAmpAigns	And	initiAtives

ThIS MeASUre hAS Been DISConTInUeD – See DISCUSSIon on PAge 9

  Measure: CusToMer saTisfaCTion inDex   x   

  Benchmarks  Performance   

 	 2006/07	 2007/08	 2008/09	Target	 2008/09	Actual	 	

	 	 82		 76		 81	 76

rationale: Customer satisfaction is a fundamental performance measure for a service-delivery organization 

in and of itself, and a potential influencer of success relative to other measures such as registered 

participants	 and	 sponsors.	 The	 target	 was	 set	 based	 on	 the	 2005/06	 benchmark,	 which	 represented	

significant improvement over the previous year.

Performance and outlook: results were consistent with those achieved in 2007/08 but fell short of target 

and of performance in the two years prior to 2007/08. various challenges in customer service delivery (see 

next measure), likely influenced satisfaction with respect to ITA service. however, the measure incorporates 

satisfaction not only with ITA service but also with technical and work-based training experiences, and a fuller 

assessment of influencing factors remained underway when this report was prepared.

  Measure: serviCe level sTanDarDs 23    results Unavailable    

   Benchmarks  Performance    

 	 	 2006/07	 2007/08	 2008/09	Target	24 2008/09 Actual   

	 	 Registrations	 16	 3	 7	 Unavailable

  Assessments 32 13 10 Unavailable

	 	 Certifications	 5	 3	 5	 Unavailable

  exam results 12 10 11 Unavailable

	 	 Calls	answered	 n/a	 Standard	set	 80%	(within	2	minutes) 12%	

TheSe MeASUreS hAve Been DISConTInUeD – See DISCUSSIon on PAge 9.

rationale: Timely service is an indicator of sufficient and effectively deployed infrastructure and staffing 

capacity, as well as a key determinant of customer satisfaction. The ITA has selected a suite of customer 

service sub-measures which collectively encompass all key aspects of the typical customer experience.

Performance and outlook: results relative to most service level standards are unavailable for 2008/09.  

This is due to process, data conversion and design challenges relating to the transition to the new 

ITADirectAccess information management system (see page 20). Work was underway in early 2009/10 to 

eliminate the impediments to tracking performance against these standards, which will continue to be 

monitored notwithstanding that they have been discontinued as service plan measures.

Performance for the one service level standard for which results are available (calls answered within 

two minutes) was below target by a large margin. reported performance is based only on results for 

the month of March (the fiscal year-end), and was impacted by particularly high volumes of telephone, 

email	 and	walk-in	 inquiries	 at	 the	 ITA	 customer	 service	 centre	 during	 this	 period	 (see	graphs	on	next	

page).	Increased	inquiries	from	laid-off	apprentices	are	believed	to	have	driven	this	 increased	demand,	

the impact of which was exacerbated by customer-service staff turnover, increased service provision to 

training	providers,	 increased	requests	for	documents	needed	for	apprentice	 income-tax	returns,	and	the	

transition to ITADirectAccess. Mitigation measures included increased staff and customer-service hours, call 

management	training,	and	the	initiation	of	a	review	of	inquiry-handling	systems.	The	addition	in	2009/10	

of call-tracking software and of further ITADirectAccess functionality are expected to further improve 

results.	The	annual	average	result	for	this	service	level	standard	was	64	per	cent	and	monthly	results	were	

at or above the 80 per cent target from July to october.

23	 Elapsed	days	from	receipt	of	request/information	to	notification	to	training	participant/applicant.
24 Some of these targets were set in 2007 and had already been achieved by March 31, 2008.
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  Measure: effeCTive sTaKeHolDer relaTionsHiPs    √    

  Benchmarks  Performance   

 	 2006/07	 2007/08	 2008/09	Target	 2008/09	Actual	 	

	 	 n/a	 65		 Measure,	baseline,	targets	 65

rationale: This survey-based engagement measure – of stakeholder experience with, understanding of and 

support for the ITA – was developed during 2007/08. It replaced a measure focusing on stakeholder awareness, 

which had become firmly established.  While the original 2008/09 target was to establish a measure, baseline 

and targets for future years, a measure and a baseline were in fact established during 2007/08. Stakeholders 

include industry/ITos, training providers, K-12 educators, unions, apprentices and sponsors.

Performance and outlook: The ITA maintained engagement at a consistent level in 2008/09, and therefore 

deems its performance to be on target. The ITA remains focused on continuous improvement in the degree 

and effectiveness of its stakeholder engagement, although this survey will likely be undertaken on a less 

than	an	annual	frequency.

iTa DireCT aCCess
ITADirectAccess was launched in february 2009 as a replacement for the legacy Apprenticeship 

Information Management System (AIMS). When fully functional, it will provide online access to 

training records – for training participants, sponsors, Industry Training organizations and training 

providers – and transactional capabilities such as program registration, exam registration and work-

based training hours reporting. ITADirectAccess has been designed to align with the current diversity 

of training program structures and to support information access and report generation that better 

align with current ITA performance measures. It will reduce the need for manual calculations in 

support of performance reporting and for manual data re-entry.
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High volumes at the iTa customer service centre in March 2009 impacted service level standards 
(see previous page).
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rePorT on PerforMAnCe: SoUrCeS AnD BenChMArKS

Data sources

ITADirectAccess is the data source which, in whole or in part, provides the basis for reporting against most of the 

measures	in	this	plan.	It	is	a	robust	information	management	system,	tailored	to	the	requirements	of	the	ITA’s	

operating environment, the use of which is subject to rigorous data-entry guidelines and business rules.

While some measures are direct outputs of ITADirectAccess, others – such as per cent of registered 

participants in ITo-managed programs and cost per participant trained – are based on data derived from 

ITADirectAccess,	but	 require	 the	application	of	manual	calculations	and/or	cross-referencing	with	other	

data	sources.	Such	requirements	are	subject	to	defined	procedures	and	appropriate	accuracy	assurances.

Satisfaction and engagement measures are undertaken by independent market-research experts, applying 

industry	best-practices	and	quality	assurance	procedures.

Two measures are based entirely on data whose origin is external to the ITA, and are subject to the 

following caveats:

•	 as	noted	above,	Aboriginal	participation	data	originates	with	the	Ministry	of	Advanced	Education	

 and labour Market Development’s Central Data Warehouse – it is limited in scope (capturing participants 

at public post-secondary institutions only) and development of a more comprehensive measure is 

under	discussion	with	the	ITA’s	Aboriginal	Advisory	Committee;	and		

•	 waiting	times	data	originates	with	training	providers	and	is	not	yet	subject	to	a	consistent	

calculation methodology (although a standardized definition is in place) – standardization of 

methodology is being pursued by a working group formed with the Trades Training Consortium of BC.

Beyond these limitations, management has confidence in the reliability of the data used in the preparation 

of this report. Methodologies, criteria and timeframes relevant to the collection and interpretation of data 

are addressed in more detail in the notes to the ITA’s monthly statistics reports available at www.itabc.ca.

benchmarking

The following are comparisons of British Columbia’s performance, on two key measures included in this 

report, and performance in four other Canadian jurisdictions. The measures and results cited are the most 

closely comparable ones that had been publicly released by the jurisdictions when this report was prepared 

(and therefore do not include 2008/09 results).

given varying overall participation levels, results are shown as percentage increases. Possible variations 

in definitions and tracking mean these should be treated as order-of-magnitude comparisons.  (See also 

national	comparisons	of	exam	pass	rates,	page	36.)

The ITA is participating in a Canadian Council of Directors of Apprenticeship initiative to develop a national 

performance-management framework that is expected to incorporate benchmarking, and may serve to 

expand the range of available comparisons in the future.

ToTal ParTiCiPaTion: % inCrease over Previous PerioD 

(BC Measure: registered Apprentices and youth)

CreDenTials: % inCrease over Previous PerioD 

(BC Measure: Apprenticeship Credentials Awarded)
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sources and Measures Cited:
Alberta Alberta Apprenticeship and Industry Training Board Annual report
   - Total Apprentices registered (all trades)
   - Total number of Completed Apprentices, Trainees Certified     
     and Individuals Issued Qualification Certificates

Saskatchewan Apprenticeship and Trade Certification Commission Annual report 
   - number of Apprentices at year end
   - number of Completions During year

new Brunswick report of the Director, Apprenticeship and Certification  
   - Apprentices at end of Period
   - Certificates of Qualification Issued

nova Scotia nova Scotia Apprenticeship Training and Skill Development Annual report (and Apprenticeship  
	 Training	Statistics	for:	April	1,	2004	–	March	31,	2005)	
   - Active Apprentices at year end
   - Certificates of Qualification Issued
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governMenT/ShAreholDer eXPeCTATIonS

The Minister of Advanced education and labour Market Development, to whom the Industry Training Authority 

(ITA) reports, updates a Shareholder’s letter of expectations (Sle) annually. The Sle is then executed by the 

minister and the chair of the ITA’s board. It supplements direction provided through the ITA’s legislative mandate, 

defines more specific performance expectations, and is a basis for service plans and annual reports.

The most recent letter was finalized in february 2009, and contained no material changes to the previous version.  

The ITA’s 2008/09 key responses to the defined accountabilities are noted below.  These are largely long-standing 

accountabilities, and progress towards them is more thoroughly documented elsewhere in this report.

governMenT DireCTion  2008/09 iTa aCTions

Provide relevant and		 •	Continued	to	expand	and	fully	operationalize	Industry	Training	Organization
responsive training  framework, and refined relevant policies (goal 2)

	 •	Continued	to	increase	proportion	of	updated	programs	(Goal	3)

	 •	Continued	with	research,	analysis	and	broader	engagement	in	support	of	
  completion rate improvement (goal 1)

	 •	Continued	to	expand	regional	availability	of	technical	training

	 •	Improved	capacity	to	address	volatility	in	training	demand	(funding	availability,	
  coordination with training providers)

improve access for 	 •	Advanced Aboriginal agenda through research, strategy development and ongoing
under-represented   collaboration with advisory committee (goal 1)
and target groups •	Utilized labour Market Agreement funding to implement demonstration programs
  addressing various barriers to Aboriginal, female and immigrant participation 
	 	 (see	page	5)

	 •	Developed	Multiple	Assessment	Pathways	initiative	(see	page	10)

attract young people	 •	Continued	collaborative	delivery	of	suite	of	programs	aimed	at	promoting	youth	
  participation in trades (goal 1)

	 •	Continued	Top	in	Trades	and	other	initiatives	to	promote	trades-related	
  awareness and intent

	 •	Initiated	development	of	campaign	to	encourage	continued	participation	in	
  trades generally during downturn

Provide efficient,		 •	Worked	with	training	providers	to	maximize	seat	utilization	and	otherwise
effective and flexible  improve efficiency of training delivery (goal 3)
training delivery	 •	Advanced	implementation	of	alternative	technical	training	delivery,	most	
	 	 particularly	through	E-PPRENTICE	initiative	(see	page	6)

	 •	Worked	with	Trades	Training	Consortium	of	BC	and	training	providers	to	address	
  waiting times (goal 3)

labour mobility	 •	Ensured	full	compliance,	by	April	1,	2009,	deadline,	with	mutual-recognition	
  provisions of both Trade, Investment and labour Mobility Agreement (BC-
  Alberta) and Agreement on Internal Trade (national)

	 •	Collaborated	with	Canadian	Council	of	Directors	of	Apprenticeship	on	promotion	
  of value of red Seal certification in context of enhanced mutual recognition of 
  certification

Customer service/	 •	Launched	ITADirectAccess	information	management	system	(see	page	20)
administration	 • Increased	customer	service	staffing	and	initiated	inquiry-handling	review	(goal 4)

The current Sle is available at: www.itabc.ca.

Carbon neutral action 

The government of British Columbia is legislatively committed to achieve net-zero greenhouse gas emissions 

from its operations, including those of agencies such as the ITA, by the 2010 calendar year.  While the ITA’s 

reduction capacities are limited, by virtue of the fact it neither operates a vehicle fleet nor owns buildings, 

it intends to further pursue the following opportunities:

•	 reducing	travel	by	increasing	use	of	audio	and	video	conferencing

•	 purchasing	100	per	cent	recycled	paper

•	 reducing	the	carbon	footprint	of	information	technology	usage

These actions are identified in a carbon neutral action report for 2008, prepared and submitted by the ITA 

in accordance with the Greenhouse Gas Reduction Targets Act. 

auDiTor general’s rePorT

In november, 2008, the office of the Auditor general of British Columbia issued a report entitled “A 

Major renovation: Trades Training in British Columbia”, addressing the effectiveness with which the 

trades training system is being led and managed. The central finding was that, during the period 

audited, insufficient guidance and direction had been provided to partners and stakeholders in 

connection with the new model for trades training that the ITA has put in place.  

The ITA found the report to be a constructive reflection of some of the challenges associated 

with bringing about significant changes in the industry training system, and noted that actions 

were already underway to address most of the 12 specific recommendations made by the auditor 

general.

for example, one of the central findings related to a need for clarification of the roles and 

responsibilities of Industry Training organizations. ITA staff and directors had in fact initiated 

work with the ITos in the summer of 2008 on clarified operating and funding policies which were 

subsequently	approved	by	the	ITA’s	board.

The ITA’s response to the auditor general’s report (including an action plan published in 

March 2009, and prepared jointly with the Ministry of Advanced education and labour Market 

Development), is available at: www.itabc.ca.  
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finanCial rePorT
MAnAgeMenT’S DISCUSSIon & AnAlySIS

The Industry Training Authority (ITA) receives most of its revenue from the Province of British Columbia. The 

provincial contribution increased in 2008/09 – as it has through most of the ITA’s operation – in part in support 

of a previous provincial government commitment to add 7,000 new apprenticeship training spaces over three 

years ending in 2010. 

The	provincial	contribution	for	2008/09	included	$2.5	million	originating	with	the	federal	government,	provided	

through the Canada-BC labour Market Agreement (lMA) and directed towards labour supply initiatives. The 

provincial contribution was below budget due mainly to longer-than anticipated lead times to launch lMA-

supported labour supply initiatives.

other income was negatively impacted by reduced investment revenues due to economic and market conditions, 

although service fee revenues were up.

Contributions to public and private training providers for training delivery were up in 2008/09, but below 

budget due to cancelled training intakes late in the year. This largely accounts for an excess of revenues over 

expenses at year end which, while small as a percentage of the total budget, was larger than during any year 

since	2004/05.	These	funds	will	be	directed	toward	capital	needs,	including	expanding	the	functionality	of	the	

new ITADirectAccess information management system. 

for the first time in 2008/09, the ITA utilized its entire program development budget (although the designation 

budget was underspent). Program development spending  reflects a more fully developed capacity to undertake 

such activities on the part of Industry Training organizations. 

operating expenses were above budget primarily due to costs associated with the implementation of 

ITADirectAccess. Transfers to ITos were below budget due to the formation of a single ITo for the transportation 

and aerospace sectors (formation of two separate ones had been foreseen), and a later-than anticipated 

operational date for the transportation ITo.

A strong focus on training seat utilization rates, during a period when training demand was more volatile as a 

result of economic conditions, had implications which impacted financial results during 2008/09. 

higher utilization rates improve the return on training expenditures. however, utilization improvement often 

entails less flexibility in the timing and location of training delivery. This likely contributed to intake cancellations 

in	the	fourth	quarter,	when	the	economic	downturn	made	training	demand	more	volatile	and	 increased	the	

importance of flexible delivery.

The ITA has factored this consideration into utilization rate targets going forward, and will also make available 

a larger pool of funding specifically for use in meeting unforeseen training needs, in the form of an expanded 

learner Demand fund established in 2008/09.

Both external and internal risks and capacity issues that impacted operational and financial performance in 

2008/09 are described more fully in the operating environment section (page 8). The economic downturn was 

the most significant of these issues. In combination with the continued focus on utilization rates, its primary 

financial impact was the larger-than-usual excess of revenues over expenses. 

Continued needs for increased flexibility in training delivery and skills assessment, and for enhanced target-

group	engagement	(labour-supply	development),	require	funding	to	address.	Funding	requirements	are	currently	

being met through the ITA’s access to lMA funding, which is forecast to continue for several more years.

There is a relatively high degree of uncertainty with respect to demand for and capacity to provide industry training 

in 2009/10 and beyond, in light of the current economic downturn. The ITA views the downturn as an opportunity 

for enhanced skills development, and in particular is actively working to encourage long-term apprentices to 

complete	their	certification	requirements	during	this	period.	Successful	pursuit	of	such	a	strategy	will	depend	

on sustained funding contributions from the province, which are currently forecast to further increase in 2009/10.
suMMarY of finanCial resulTs 2005 To 2009 anD finanCial foreCasT 2010 To 2012   
sTaTeMenT of oPeraTions (in	$	millions)	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
 note 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2009 variance variance 2010 2011 2012
  actual actual actual actual actual budget budget Prior Year forecast forecast forecast

revenues
Contributions	from	the	Province		 1	 	$78.1		 	$77.8		 	$90.8		 	$97.6		 	$103.4 	 	$107.3		 	$(3.9)	 	$5.8		 	$113.7		 	$113.2		 	$112.9	

Other	Income	 1	 	0.5		 	0.7		 	1.1		 	1.3		  0.9 	 	1.6		 	(0.7)	 	(0.4)	 	0.7		 	1.6		 	1.9 

	 	 	78.6		 	78.5		 	91.9		 	98.9	  104.3 	 	108.9		 	(4.6)	 	5.4		 	114.4		 	114.8		 	114.8 

expenses
Training Program Delivery   70.4   72.1   80.3   84.7   85.5		 	87.5		 	(2.0)	 	0.8		 	91.2		 	91.4		 	91.3	

Program	Development	/	Designation		 2	 	1.6		 	1.4		 	2.8		 	2.8		  3.3 	 	3.7		 	(0.4)	 	0.5		 	2.6		 	2.7		 	2.7	

Operating	Expenses	 2	 	3.1		 	4.2		 	4.5		 	4.3		  5.4   4.3   1.1   1.1   4.1   4.2   4.4 

Industry	Training	Organizations	 	 —				 	0.6		 	1.2		 	1.9		  2.5 	 	3.0		 	(0.5)	 	0.6		 	3.6		 	3.8		 	3.8	

labour Market Development/Supply Side Initiatives   —    —    —     0.3   2.5		 	6.0		 	(3.5)	 	2.2		 	8.5		 	8.0		 	8.0	

Salaries	&	Benefits	 	 	1.2		 	1.6		 	2.4		 	4.0		  3.6		 	4.4		 	(0.8)	 	(0.4)	 	4.4		 	4.7		 	4.6 

	 	 	76.3		 	79.9		 	91.2		 	98.0		  102.8 	 	108.9		 	(6.1)	 	4.8		 	114.4		 	114.8		 	114.8 

Excess	(Deficiency)	of	Revenues	Over	Expenses	 	 	$2.3		 	$(1.4)	 	$0.7		 	$0.9		 	$1.5 	 	$—				 	$1.5		 	$0.6		 	$—				 	$—				 	$—   

Capital expenditures   0.1   0.3   2.2   1.2   1.2   1.2  —    —     1.0   1.0   1.0 

Staffing	 	 	11		 	14		 	39		 	45		  50 	 	50		 —			 5	 	50		 	50		 	50 

notes 1 Deferred contributions from the province now included in Contributions from the Province           
 2 Mobile Trainer expenses now included in Program Development/Designation            
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STATeMenT of MAnAgeMenT reSPonSIBIlITy for fInAnCIAl rePorTIng

The Industry Training Authority’s (ITA) management is responsible for the preparation of the accompanying financial statements in accordance with Canadian 

generally accepted accounting principles for not-for-profit organizations.  These financial statements include some amounts based on management’s estimates 

and judgments.  

Management is responsible for the integrity and fairness of the financial statements and has established internal control systems to provide reasonable assurance 

that relevant and reliable financial information is produced and that assets are safeguarded.  

The Board of Directors is responsible for overseeing management in the performance of its financial reporting responsibilities and relies on the Audit Committee 

to assist the Board in the discharge of its responsibilities.  The Audit Committee meets periodically with management and external auditors concerning internal 

controls and all other matters relating to financial reporting.    

The Industry Training Authority’s auditor is the Auditor general of British Columbia.  The Auditor general has full and unrestricted access to the Audit Committee.  

The Auditor general has performed an independent audit of the financial statements for the ITA in accordance with Canadian generally accepted auditing 

standards.  The Auditor general’s report outlines the scope of this independent audit and his opinion on the financial statements of the ITA.  

  

  

Kevin evans sue Thomas, CA

Chief executive officer executive lead, finance and Corporate Services

richmond, British Columbia  

May 19, 2009
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STATeMenT of fInAnCIAl PoSITIon
As at March 31, 2009 

 
  note  2009   2008 

a s s e T s       

Cash	and	Cash	Equivalents	 	 	 $ 7,145,031			 	$	 7,079,279	

Accounts receivable  3   2,541,808			 	 	335,063	

Prepaid expenses  4   1,172,652			 	 	985,787 

     10,859,491    8,400,129 

Capital	Assets	 	 5	 	 	3,609,327			 	 	2,950,674 

   $ 14,468,818			 	$	 11,350,803 

      

l i a b i l i T i e s       

Accounts	Payable	and	Accrued	Liabilities	 	 6	 $ 6,458,646			 	$	 4,701,252	

Deferred Contribution  7   782,312     782,312 

Deferred Capital Contributions  8   1,169,818 		 	 	1,365,937	

      

n e T  a s s e T s       

Invested in Capital Assets     2,439,510 		 		 1,584,738	

Unrestricted  9   3,618,532			 		 2,916,564 

     6,058,042			 	 	4,501,302 

   $ 14,468,818  	 	$	 11,350,803 

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these financial statements.      

on behalf of the Board of Directors      

      

frank borowicz Jack Carthy

Chair, Board of Directors Chair, Audit Committee   
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STATeMenT of ChAngeS In neT ASSeTS 
for the year ended March 31, 2009  

 invested in Capital assets  unrestricted  Total 2009  Total 2008

Balance,	Beginning	of	Year	 	$	 1,584,738			 	$	 2,916,564			 	$ 4,501,302			 	$	 3,570,755	

Excess	of	Revenues	over	Expenses	For	the	Year	 	 	—				 	 	1,556,740			 	  1,556,740			 	 	930,547	

Investment in Capital Assets:       

	 Cost	 	 	1,160,419			 		 (1,160,419	)	 	 	—     —   

	 Amortization	 		 (305,647	)	 	 	305,647			 	 —     —   

balance, end of Year	 	$	 2,439,510			 	$	 3,618,532			 	$ 6,058,042			 	$	 4,501,302 

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these financial statements.      
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STATeMenT of oPerATIonS
for the year ended March 31, 2009 

    note  2009   2008 

r e v e n u e s         

Contributions from the Province   $  103,397,113				 $	 97,586,244	

Contributions from the federal government    —      29,848 

Interest Income     540,965			 	 	980,587	

examination and Assessment fees     259,193			 	 	202,620	

Designation fees     54,283     34,789 

other Income     30,000     70,000 

      104,281,554     98,904,088 

e x P e n s e s     

Contributions to Training Providers      85,157,241			 		84,434,985	

Salaries and Benefits      3,565,952 		 	 	3,989,666	

Program Development Costs     3,105,369			 	 	2,552,483	

labour Market Agreement Projects / Aboriginal labour Supply Initiatives 10  2,489,292     318,711 

Industry Training organizations  14   2,477,417			 	 	1,935,405	

Information Systems operating Costs     1,196,369 		 	 	640,915	

Professional Services     1,107,179     798,913 

general office and Business expenses     811,692  	 	 	699,684	

Communications and Marketing     698,851  	 	 	587,739	

Amortization expense     501,766  	 	 	564,607	

Secondary School Apprenticeship (SSA) Scholarships    332,000			 	 	285,500	

Customer Service     322,462     271,338 

Building occupancy Charges      299,069			 	 	268,189	

Travel     242,907  	 	 316,853	

Board fees and expenses     183,942  	 	 	105,463	

Mobile Training Unit operating Costs     233,306     203,090 

      102,724,814 		 		97,973,541 

excess of revenues over expenses for the Year   $  1,556,740  	 	$	 930,547  

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these financial statements.
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STATeMenT of CASh floWS
for the year ended March 31, 2009 

 
   2009   2008 

cash	provided	by	(used	for):      

operating activities    

excess of revenues over expenses for the year  $ 1,556,740			 $	 930,547	

     

Items not affecting Cash:     

 Deferred Contribution recognized as revenue   —   (222,008 )

 Amortization of Deferred Capital Contributions  (196,119	)	 	 (260,236	)

 Amortization expense   501,766			 	 564,607	

Changes in Working Capital:     

 Decrease (Increase) in Accounts receivable   (2,206,745	)	 	 (189,063	)

 Decrease (Increase) in Prepaid expenses   (186,865	)	 	 (566,279	)

 (Decrease) Increase in Accounts Payable and Accrued liabilities  1,757,394			 	 (3,066,619 )

    1,226,171 		 	 (2,809,051	)

investing activities     

 Purchase of Capital Assets   (1,160,419	)	 	 (1,153,324	)

     

increase	(decrease)	in	cash   65,752 		 	 (3,962,375	)

Cash, beginning of Year   7,079,279			 	 11,041,654 

Cash, end of Year  $ 7,145,031 		 	$		 7,079,279 

     

represented by:     

 Bank Account – operating   $   7,121,673 		 	$		 	7,050,726	

 Bank Account – Program    23,058  	 	 	28,253	

 Petty Cash    300     300 

   $ 7,145,031  	 $	 7,079,279   

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these financial statements.
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noTeS To fInAnCIAl STATeMenTS
for the year ended March 31, 2009

1. authority and Purpose
The Industry Training Authority (ITA) was established on January 2, 2004 as a not for profit corporation 

and an agent of the Provincial government under the Industry Training Authority Act. Its Board of Directors 

consists of nine members appointed by the provincial government.   

The ITA is mandated to govern, expand and improve British Columbia’s industry training system. It serves the 

public interest in seeing industry’s needs for skilled labour are met, while providing individuals with accessible 

training opportunities that are closely linked to workplace opportunities. 

The ITA’s mandate and accountabilities are defined in the Industry Training Authority Act. further direction 

and accountability are provided through a Shareholder’s letter of expectations, executed jointly by the ITA 

and the Minister of Advanced education and labour Market Development.   

The ITA receives substantially all of its funding from the Province of British Columbia through the Ministry of 

Advanced education and labour Market Development. It is exempt from income tax under the Income Tax Act.

2. significant accounting Policies
These financial statements are prepared by management in accordance with Canadian generally Accepted 

Accounting Principles (gAAP) for not-for-profit organizations. The following is a summary of significant 

accounting policies used in the preparation of these financial statements. 

(a)	 revenues	and	expenses	 	 	 	 	 	 	
The ITA follows the deferral method of accounting for contributions. operating contributions from the 

Province are recognized as revenue in the period in which they become receivable. Capital or other restricted 

funding is deferred and recognized as revenue in the period in which the related expenses are incurred.

Contributions payable to Post Secondary Institutions and other service providers for training programs 

are recognized as expenses in the period in which the transactions and events giving rise to the 

contributions have occurred.    

(b)	 capital	Assets	 	 	 	 	 	 	
Capital assets are recorded at cost and are depreciated on a straight-line basis over their estimated 

useful life:

Mobile Trainer 10 years

PC hardware and Software         3 years

ITADirectAccess (formerly Computer Mainframe)       10 years

furniture and Tools         3 years

Leasehold	Improvements																				 	3	–		5	years

(c)	 financial	instruments
Financial	instruments	consist	of	cash	and	cash	equivalents,	accounts	receivable,	accounts	payable	and	

accrued	liabilities.	The	ITA	has	designated	cash	and	cash	equivalents,	accounts	receivable,	accounts	

payable and accrued liabilities as held for trading and measured them at fair value, which approximates 

their carrying value due to the immediate or short-term maturity of these instruments.

It is management’s opinion that the ITA is not exposed to significant interest, currency or credit risks 

arising from these financial instruments.     

(d)	 use	of	estimates	 	 	 	 	 	 	
The	preparation	of	the	financial	statements	of	the	ITA	requires	management	to	make	estimates	and	

assumptions that impact reported amounts for assets and liabilities at the date of the financial 

statements	and	revenues	and	expenses	during	the	reporting	periods.	Significant	areas	requiring	the	

use of management estimates relate to the rates for amortization and ACe IT program liabilities. 

Actual results could differ from estimates. 

(e)	 future	Accounting	and	reporting	changes
In January 2009, the Canadian Institute of Chartered Accountants (CICA) issued a number of changes 

to the not-for-profit accounting standards. Beginning with the April 1, 2009 financial reporting, the 

following changes could impact the ITA:

•	 in	CICA	section	4400,	eliminating	the	requirement	to	treat	net	assets	invested	in	capital	assets	

 as a separate component of net assets, and

•	 in	CICA	section	4460,	changes	to	the	disclosure	requirements	for	related	party	transactions	to		

	 be	consistent	with	requirements	of	private	enterprises	in	CICA	section	3840.

The ITA does not expect any of the changes in standards will have a significant impact on its financial 

reporting.

3. accounts receivable 
   2009    2008
Province of British Columbia  $ 2,489,881							 	 $						98,760

government related entities  35,840   110,430

federal government  —   31,334

Trade and other  16,087		 	 94,539

  $ 2,541,808		 	 $				335,063

The Accounts receivable Province of British Columbia is for the labour Market Agreement project which is 

on a cost recovery basis from the Ministry of Advanced education and labour Market Development.

4. Prepaid expenses
   2009    2008
Industry Training organizations  $    388,265		 $	 			462,137

Private Trainers  472,500		 	 423,065

lMA – flexible learning Simon fraser University  143,482   —

Interprovincial Computerized exam Management   110,421   —

operational expenses  57,984		 	 100,585

  $ 1,172,652 	 $	 			985,787
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5. Capital assets       
   2009     2008
   accumulated   net book  net book
 Cost  Depreciation  value  value    

Mobile	Trainer	 $	1,369,860		 $				273,984		 $ 1,095,876		 $	1,232,868

PC	Hardware	and	Software	 	 696,041		 	 570,824		 	 125,217   240,011

ITADirectAccess	 	2,621,653		 	 390,026					 	 2,231,627   1,192,030

Furniture	and	Tools	 	 	325,568			 	 280,050		 		 45,518 	 	 125,659

Leasehold	Improvement	 	 236,272		 	 125,183   111,089 	 	 160,106

	 $	5,249,394		 $	1,640,067  $ 3,609,327		 $	2,950,674

6. accounts Payable and accrued liabilities
   2009    2008 
Trade  $ 3,571,060		 $	 2,176,180

Province of British Columbia  225,283   139,297

Public Training Institutions  653,631            34,283

School Districts   1,541,063		 	 1,670,223

Accrued Salaries and Benefits  467,609 	 	 681,269

  $ 6,458,646		 $	 4,701,252

7. Deferred Contribution      

The deferred contribution represents unspent resources externally restricted for the youth exploring Skills 

to Industry Training (yeS 2 IT) program.  

   2009    2008 
Balance, beginning of year $   782,312		 $	 1,004,320

Amount recognized as revenue  —      (222,008 )

Balance, end of year $   782,312 	 $	 782,312

8. Deferred Capital Contributions 
   2009    2008 
Balance, beginning of year $ 1,365,937 	 $	 1,626,173

Amount amortized to revenue     	(196,119	)	 	 (260,236 )

Balance, end of year $ 1,169,818		 $	 1,365,937

The balance is made up of the following:       

Apprentice Information Management System (AIMS) $               —		 $	 					15,243

Mobile Training Unit  1,118,514 		 	 1,278,150

Deferred Tenant Improvement Allowance          51,304 																						 72,544

  $ 1,169,818		 $	 1,365,937

9. unrestricted net assets      
The unrestricted net assets can be used for investment in capital assets or, with the prior approval of the 

Treasury Board, for meeting operating expenses in future years.  

10. labour Market agreement Projects/aboriginal labour supply initiatives 
The Canada-British Columbia labour Market Agreement (lMA) was signed on february 20, 2008. British 

Columbia, represented by the Ministry of Advanced education and labour Market Development (AlMD), receives 

multi-year funding from human resources and Skills Development Canada. The purpose of this funding is to 

assist individuals to prepare for entry or return to employment. The program expenses are funded on a cost 

recovery	basis	from	ALMD.	Salaries	and	benefits	of	$358,982	are	included	in	this	recovery.

last year the special project was for the Aboriginal Supply Initiatives.

   2009    2008

Trades Training for new Immigrants $ 244,602		 $	 —

flexible learning in the Trades  400,601   —

Aboriginal Apprenticeship Strategy  583,500   —

Aboriginal Supply Side Initiatives  —   318,711

Prior learning Assessment Tools for Immigrants  425,695   —

empowering Women in Trades  834,894   —

     $ 2,489,292		 $	 318,711

11. employees’ Pension Plan and benefits Plan
(a)	 benefits

The	ITA	pays	100%	of	premiums	relating	to	a	comprehensive	benefits	plan	for	its	employees	including:	

extended medical, dental and life insurance. long term disability insurance was converted to employee 

paid	effective	May	1,	2008.	Payments	made	by	the	ITA	were	$170,882	(2008	-	$153,370).	The	ITA	has	

no liability for future benefit obligations.

(b)	 registered	retirement	savings	plan
The ITA has consolidated pension plans and discontinued the employer-paid group rSP effective 

January	31,	2009.	Total	employer	RSP	payments	made	by	the	ITA	were	$88,524	(2008	–	$104,703).

(c)	 public	service	pension	plan
The ITA and its employees contribute to the Public Service Pension Plan in accordance with the 

Public Sector Pensions Act. The British Columbia Pension Corporation administers the plan, including 

payment of pension benefits to employees to whom the Act applies. The Public Service Pension Plan 

is a multi-employer, defined benefit plan. Under joint trusteeship, the risk and reward associated with 

the Plan’s unfunded liability or surplus is shared between the employers and the plan members and 

will be reflected in their future contributions.The most recent actuarial valuation (March 31, 2008) 

determined the Plan has a surplus. Despite the surplus, the Public Service Pension Board of Trustees 

is	required	to	implement	a	contribution	rate	increase	of	0.15%	each,	for	plan	members	and	employers	

to	meet	the	funding	requirements	of	the	Pension Benefits Standards Act. The increase in rates will 

go	into	effect	April	1,	2009.	Contributions	to	the	Plan	by	the	ITA	for	the	fiscal	year	were	$186,287	

(2008	–	$159,005).

The ITA has adjusted the accrual for an obligation arising from enrolment arrears contributions 

that	should	have	been	made	to	the	plan	on	behalf	of	a	number	of	employees	to	$142,590	(2008	–		

$406,000)	to	reflect	the	PSPP	Board’s	recognition	of	previous	contributions	to	the	RSP.	This	change	

in accrual has been reflected in the current year Statement of operations.
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12. Commitments
The ITA has capital and operating commitments with respect to the ITADirectAccess (referred to as the rITA 

Project in 2008). The ITA also has operating lease obligations for premises and copiers.

   Direct access    leases   Total
2010			 $	 			474,000				 $	 327,366			 $	 801,366

2011				 	 			474,000					 	 	327,652			 	 	801,652

2012		 	 —		 	 			234,115		 	 234,115

2013		 	 —		 	 175,779		 		 175,779

2014		 	 —		 	 149,663		 	 149,663

	 	 $	 			948,000		 $	 1,214,575		 $	 2,162,575

13. related Party Transactions 
(a) The ITA is related through common ownership to all Province of British Columbia ministries, agencies, 

school districts, health authorities, colleges, universities, and crown corporations. Transactions with 

these entities, unless disclosed separately are considered to be in the normal course of operations 

and are recorded at the exchange amount which is the amount of consideration established and 

agreed to by the related parties. The significant related party transactions include contributions 

to	 Post	 Secondary	 Institutions	 of	 $72,155,756,	 School	 Districts	 of	 $4,355,698	 Secondary	 School	

Apprenticeship	Scholarships	through	the	Ministry	of	Education	of	$332,000	and	payments	for	leased	

facilities through the Ministry of labour and Citizen’s Services – Accommodation and real estate 

Services	for	$299,069.	 	

(b) During the year there were no payments made to companies that a member of the Board of Directors 

had	an	interest	in.	Payments	of	$1,570,000	($1,100,000	–	2008)	and	$79,881	(2008	–	$390,000)	

were made to two separate not-for-profit societies, each of whose Boards had or currently includes an 

employee of the ITA. The employee’s participation on the first Board ended november 21, 2008. The 

employees did not participate in the approval of the payments. 

14. industry Training organizations       
In keeping with its Shareholder letter of expectations from the Province, the ITA provides the policy 

framework and funding to support active and effective industry engagement and leadership through 

Industry Training organizations (ITos) with the aim of stimulating specific industry input in relation to 

program standards and training demand for each applicable industry sector.    

The ITA made payments to the ITos in accordance with specific funding agreements for the development of 

new training programs, modification of existing training programs, assessment of specific industry training 

demand and operational support.     

The Tourism ITo, Propel, is a pre-existing tourism related independent not-for-profit industry association. 

Funding	provided	to	Propel	was	$719,214	for	the	year	ended	March	31,	2009	(2008	–	$265,000).	 	

Six other ITos are constituted as not-for-profit entities under the BC Society Act and are tax exempt under 

the Income Tax Act. These ITos have not been consolidated into the ITA’s statements: 

•	 there	are	no	significant	differences	in	accounting	policies	from	those	followed	by	the	ITA;	

•	 there	are	no	restrictions	on	their	resources;	and

•	 a	financial	summary	as	of	and	for	the	years	ended	March	31,	2009	and	2008	is:	

   2009    2008

Total Assets $ 1,193,841		 $	 	1,012,044

Total liabilities  363,179 	 	 518,780 

net Assets $ 830,662 	 $	 493,264

Total revenues $ 4,454,560		 $	 2,936,114

Total expenses $ 4,168,635 	 $	 2,617,972

Cash flows – operating $ 634,221 	 $	 220,971

 – Investing $	 (55,094	)	 $	 	(109,825 )

15. asset Transfer subsequent to Year end
During the year ended March 31, 2009 the Minister of Advanced education and labour Market Development 

requested	the	ITA	transfer	the	mobile	trainer	and	tools	to	Nicola	Valley	Institute	of	Technology,	a	related	

party.	The	transfer	of	the	mobile	trainer	and	tools	on	April	1,	2009	at	its	book	value	of	$1,118,514	will	

have no impact to ITA’s Statement of operations. The loss on the disposal of the mobile trainer and tools 

would be offset by the recognition of the deferred capital contribution revenue.

16. economic Dependence
operations for the ITA are dependent on continued funding from the Ministry of Advanced education and 

labour Market Development to carry out its programs. These financial statements have been prepared in 

accordance with Canadian gAAP for not-for-profit organizations. This contemplates continuation of the ITA 

as a “going concern”. 

17. Comparative figures
Certain comparative figures have been reclassified to conform to the current year’s presentation.
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KeY sTaTisTiCs: 
hISTorIC AnD reCenT PerforMAnCe

The full bars in these graphs represent the total 

number of registered apprentices at the end of the 

relevant time period. The red sections of the bars  

represent the proportion of that total made up of new 

registrations during the period.

registered apprentice figures from 1990-2002 

and those from 2004 onward are not precisely 

comparable – as a result of the implementation 

of refined classification and tracking procedures – 

but provide an indication of relative participation 

levels over time. Sufficiently comparable numbers 

are not available for the 2003 transitional period 

immediately prior to when the ITA was formed and 

only the new registration figure is shown for that 

time period.
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Top Training Programs 
By number of newly registered Apprentices during 2008/2009
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eXAMInATIon PASS rATeS, MAJor reD SeAl TrADeS, 2008
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glossarY

aCe iT – one of three programs to facilitate youth entry into industry training, providing secondary school 

students with the opportunity to earn credit for level one (or higher) technical training, through partnership 

arrangements involving school districts, post-secondary institutions, and local employers. Participants may 

also achieve credit towards completion of both the work-based training component of an apprenticeship 

and secondary school graduation, and/or post-secondary credit depending on program structure.

alternative Training Delivery – Technical training delivery that does not involve traditional block release 

and time-based models delivered in institutions. examples include part-time and competency-based 

training, and e-learning and other forms of distance learning.

apprentice – A person who registers with the Industry Training Authority and pursues an industry training 

program – combining work-based training with technical or institution-based training – with the intent of 

obtaining an industry training credential. 

bC reporting Principles – A set of principles – endorsed by the government, legislature and auditor 

general	of	British	Columbia	–	intended	to	enhance	the	quality	of	information	disclosed	by	British	Columbia	

Crown agencies in their annual reports.

Challengers/Challenge Process – Individuals who have not participated in a formal apprenticeship program 

in Canada, but who have been assessed and approved to write the final certification exam based on their 

prior experience and existing skills. 

Credential/Certification	 –	 Recognition	 that	 an	 individual	 has	 met	 the	 requirements	 of	 an	 industry	

training program either through participation in a formal apprenticeship program or a challenge process.  

In	British	Columbia,	credentials	take	the	form	of	provincial	certificates	of	qualification	(often	issued	with	

inter-provincial or red Seal endorsements), certificates of apprenticeship, and certificates of completion 

(foundation programs).

foundation Programs – Pre-apprenticeship and primarily in-school based programs (including those 

formally known as entry level Trades Training Programs) directly aligned with apprenticeship programs, and 

providing an entry point by which participants can earn credit for level one technical training without the 

need for a sponsor who has committed to provide work-based training. 

full-service Model – The final operational stage for an Industry Training organization, during which it 

provides a broader range of services under a fee-for-service contract with the ITA.

industry Training organization – An industry-directed, not-for-profit legal entity with responsibility for 

developing and managing industry training programs province-wide within a particular economic sector 

(e.g. horticulture, residential construction, automotive repair). 

industry Training Program – An occupation-specific program involving defined competencies and 

standards, assessment tools and a credential to be awarded upon successful completion. Includes both 

apprenticeship and foundation programs. 

labour Market agreement – Bi-lateral agreements under which the federal government provides funding

(pursuant to the Employment Insurance Act) for specific labour market initiatives which the province then 

assumes responsibility to design and deliver.

red seal – A national program providing a standardized endorsement for specific occupations/trades 

and allowing for greater labour mobility. Upon successful completion of a red Seal exam, a red Seal 

endorsement is added to the provincial credential.

secondary	school	Apprenticeship	(ssA) – one of three programs to facilitate youth entry into industry 

training, providing secondary school students with the opportunity to earn combined credit towards 

completion of both the work-based training component of an apprenticeship and secondary school 

graduation,	as	well	as	to	qualify	for	a	$1,000	scholarship.

sponsor	 –	 A	 qualified	 individual	 or	 other	 legal	 entity	 (often,	 but	 not	 necessarily,	 an	 employer)	 that 

commits to ensuring that an apprentice receives work-based training relevant to his or her industry training 

program,	and	under	the	direction	of	one	or	more	qualified	individuals.

Technical Training – The institution-based (in-class or distance education) component of an industry 

training program that provides a combination of theoretical knowledge and practical skills to complement 

work-based training.

Training Purchase Plans – Contractual agreements between the Industry Training Authority and training 

providers, specifying the types of industry training programs to be offered – and number of participants – in 

return for defined funding contributions.

utilization rates – The proportion of available spaces within ITA-funded technical training programs that 

were actually filled by apprentices (including programs offered at public post-secondary institutions, by 

private trainers, and as part of pilot programs).

Yes 2 iT – one of three programs to facilitate youth entry into industry training, providing students in 

grades	6-9	with	opportunities	for	hands-on	exploration	of	trades	careers,	offered	in	partnership	with	local	

employers.
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